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Hunting for employment
® USD's career
day promises to
be filled with
opportunities

Safriet up at arms over health care

Erin Quirk

Nurses' rights
in health care
Gene Ellasen

Staff Writer
Health care has finally made it to the front
burner of American politics, and everyone has
an interest in the outcome of this issue.
The current health care system has been criti
cized for providing too little care for too high a
cost This was the subject of a lecture by
Barbara J. Safriet entitled "Nursing: A Case
Study in Health Care Reform," on Thursday,
March 3, in the Manchester Executive Confer
ence Center.
Safriet, an associate dean at Yale Law School,
looked at the role that nurses will play in this
new system, given the fact that nurses are the
largest group of professionals in health care.
"At present, we have what would be charac
terized as an illness-oriented health care sys
tem," said Safriet. "We need to change that to a
system based on health promotion and disease
prevention." The main thing that needs to be
done, according to Safriet, is to curb the signifi
cant amount of public ignorance
Right now, doctors are the only members of
the medical profession who can diagnose, treat,
prescribe medicine and get paid directly for
their services. According to Safriet, this needs

see NURSE on page 2

Staff Writer
The 14th annual USD Career D
will be geared not just for the pan
icking graduating senior but for the
entire student body.
According to Career Counselor
Rebecca Jaurigue, "Career Day is
open to all students because it is not
only a job fair but an informational
as well."
Organizers of the March 23rd
event have invited representatives
from various large and small corpo
rations, including biotech firms,
public relations firms, financial ser
vices, the U.S. government, social
services and the hospitality indus
try. Some of the companies repre
sented will be Hobie Cat, Scripps
Research Institute,The Peace Corps,
Saks Fifth Avenue and the Gable
Group.
For those students interested in
sports related industries there will
also be a careers in sports panel
from 12:30-1:30 that will discuss
fields related to professional athlet
ics, such as physical therapy and
sports marketing.
Jaurigue hopes that this conglom
eration of professionals will help
students understand the breadth of
opportunities available to college
graduates.
Jaurigue said that there are many
opportunities out there, but students

Career Services offers counseling to undergrads, graduate
students and alumni
must examine their tastes early and actively
seek those companies that interest them.
Many students wait too long to approach
programs like Career Day and then come
into the Career Centerexpecting to look at a
list of jobs that they can just plug into.
"Thirty years ago it may have worked
like that" Jaurigue said. "But today's job
market is different, simply sending out 250
resumes isn't enough." Programs like Ca
reer Day and the other services offered by
the Career Center are designed to educate
students about the various options avail
able.
Contrary to what the average job-seeker
might think, Jaurigue said that the employ
ment options are numerous for recent col
lege graduates, but the seeker must be in
dustrious, confident and persistent. She
recalled a student who came to her with
nothing more than an interest in computers.

Jaurigue and the student researched six
local companies. The student visited the
first three and was offered a job at one and
internships at the other two.
Programs like Career Day give students
an extra advantage "For this one day we
bring the employers to you," she said.
Jaurigue also pointed out that the compa
nies represented are by no means totally
comprehensive. Jaurigue suggests stu
dents use these companies as an educa
tional springboard for researching other
similar companies and fields. Jaurigue is
certain that students will find professions
they never knew existed.
Career Day also can be advantageous to
those students who feel their options are
limited by their major. According to

see CAREER on page3

USDs future enrollment
Deborah Acomb
News Co-Editor

Enrollment rates at
California's independent col
leges and universities have in
creased for the third consecu
tive year, according to
"CrossTalk", a publication of
the California Higher Educa
tion Policy Center.
A survey conducted by the
Association of Independent
California Colleges and Univer
sities found a two percent in
crease in first-timefreshmen and
a 5.5 percent growth in transfer
students in the fall of 1993. The
previous year survey found in
creases of seven percent in firsttime freshmen and three per
cent in transfer students. Forty-

five of 60
member in
stitutions
that enroll
undergradu
ates were
surveyed.
USD's
enrollment
trends corre
late
with
those of the
study, al
though the
numbers are
not so dras
tic. In the fall
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of 1993, the
university had 3915 undergraduate stu
dents. Compared to the fall of 1992,
which had 3914 undergraduates, this
shows the increase of .02 percent in
undergraduate enrollment from 1992 to

1993.
USD's graduate schools enrolled
1215 students in the fall of 1993, up
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BERLIN — Chancellor Helmut Kohl's
partf was defeated in the first contest of the
1994 voting season, losing a state election to
the incumbent Social Democrats by a larger
margin than last time, projections showed.
The chancellor's Christian Democratic
Union got 36.5 percent of the vote in Lower
Saxony, down from 42 percent in 1990.
The loss reflects dwindling support for
Kohl as Germany faces record postwar un
employment.

EAST LONDON, South Africa — Black
gunmen burst into a church serviceand killed
the only three whites inside after separating
them from the blacks, witnesses and police
said.
A man saying he represented a militant
black group claimed responsibility.
The worshippers, followers of the Baha'i
faith, were attacked last night in the black
township of Mdantsane, outside of East Lon
don. Black congregants said six gunmen
entered the crowded church, which holds
about 150 people, and ordered blacks to re
main seated.

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE — A 31-year-old
WASHINGTON — America's surgeon
general and attorney general told a group of man has become the second person in two
doctors and lawyers that it will take all their days to die in a ski accident at Heavenly
efforts and much more to put an end to Valley Ski Report.
The victim's name was withheld pending
violence within the nation's families.
"Each of us has to reach out and be respon [ notification of family members.
El Dorado County sheriff's deputies said
sible," Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders told
those attending the American Medical the man was skiing swiftly down Rusutusu
Association's National Conference on Fam Run when he struck a tree.
The man suffered massive head injuries
ily Violence.
"We must all come together to carefully and was taken to an area hospital where he
restitch the fabric of community around chil died an hour later.
He was the fourth person to die this season
dren and families in America if we ever can
make a difference," said Attorney General in a Lake Tahoe ski accident, all at Heavenly
Valley. The other victims also died after
Janet Reno.
hitting trees.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Florida's state
CORONA — Helicopters will spray Co
and local governments spent $884 million
last year on health care, education, prisons rona and part of Norco with malathion again
and other public services for an estimated this week in an ongoing effort to kill the
345,000 undocumented immigrants, a new Mediterranean fruit fly.
Millions of sterile Medflies are being re
report says.
The report will be used to support a lawsuit leased in other infested areas to interfere with
Gov. Lawton Chiles plans to file against the the breeding cycle of wild Medflies, but au
federal government seeking reimbursement thorities say there aren't enough flies to go
for services provided to refugees and illegal around.
immigrants.
-briefs compiled from newswire reports

• HEALTH
continued from page 1

to change if reform is to occur in the health
care industry.
"My ophthalmologist can prescribe birth
control pills," stated Safriet, "but nursescan' t
even prescribe basic medication." Many
products, such asRogaine, which treats bald
ness, can only be prescribed by doctors.
According to Safriet, this is ridiculous be
cause patients request these treatments and
they are not absolutely necessary. If a person
needs this product, why should heor she have
to make an appointment with a physician to
get a prescription?
There are no restrictions on doctors ac
cording to which field of medicine they prac
tice, so why should there be so many restric
tions on nurses? "Nurses are health care
providers just as much as doctors are," said
Safriet. "Health care reform must include
continuous, linking care among all health
care professionals. This includes advanced
practice nurses."
Something also needs to done about the
professional ignorance that exists in the in
dustry. Many physicians believe that nurses,
although they have received specialized train
ing, are not as qualified as doctors. "Many
physicians believe that nurses haven't 'paid
their dues'," said Safriet. "I don'tknow what
they mean by that and I don't know to whom
they would pay their dues."
Other goals for health care, according to
Safriet, include providing basic care for ev
eryone, providing cost-effective health care,
maintaining full utilization of our health care
resources and maintaining an acceptable qual
ity of care.
"There is a lot to be done," said Safriet.
"Everyone needs to realize that nurses are
professionals, too. They play just as biga role
in the health careprocess as anyone involved."

SDTCU Lowers VISA Rates!
Gold 10.79% APR*
Classic 11.79% APR*

i

1
VISA Gold and VISA Classic are just two more reasons
why you should be a member of San Diego Teachers'
Credit Union. We've been serving the educational
community, students and their families since 1929!
H
San Diego Teachers' Credit Union

(619)495-1600
Annual
Annual
Type of Card Percentage Membership
Rate
Fee

Grace Period
on Purchases

Other Fees Balance Calculation
and Charges
Method

VISA Qassic

11.79%

$0

Average 25 Days

None

VISA Gold

10.79%

SO

Average 25 Days

None

Average daily balance
(including new
transactions)

All account rates, terms and conditions are set by the Board of Directors and arc subject tochange. The
information about the costs of the card described in this notice is accurate as of 9/93.This information
may have changed after that date. To find out what may have changed, call or write us at SDTCU, PO
BOX 34606, San Diego, CA 92163-4606. (619) 495-1600
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1 CAREER
continued from page 1

Public Affairs
Jaurigue, Career Day is for the En
glish major who is tired of being
told he or she must be a teacher or a
writer. 'There are countless pro
fessions for English majors who
can write well, and for Communi
cation majors who can speak well,"
she said. Career Day also may
change student perceptions about
the '90s job market. According to
Jaurigue, the monster corporations
are dead, and it is the small compa
nies that are booming.
'Two-thirds of new jobs are with
companies with less than 20 people."
Jaurigue said that students' per
ceptions are not the only ones that
need to be revamped. Parents need
to understand that the '90s job mar
ket is very different from the one
they entered in the '50s and '60s.
Parents need to learn that any job

Students browse through the future in Career Services
with a high-powered firm is not
necessarily better than a job with a
brand new, small firm. Parents are
also welcome at Career Day.
Jaurigue encourages all students
to visit Career Day, not necessarily
to find a job but to begin exploring
their options. "How do you know
what's out there until you start look
ing?" she asks.
College students, according to

Jaurigue, are valuable to companies
as interns or new hires. "Perhaps
you don't have all the experience in
a given field, but you are young,
flexible and have the energy to com
mit to a new company: many compa
nies are looking for that," she said.
For further counseling before or
after Career Day, Jaurigue invites all
students to visit the Career Center in
Serra 300.

If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA;
Attn: News Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, event
title and some background on the
event. All submissions are due
two weeks prior to publication.
The USD VISTA reserves the right
to edit press releases for space
and clairity.

This Week at
USD

• ENROLLMENT
continued from page 1
9.1 percent from the fall of 1992, where enrollment was at
1114 students.
The USD Law School's fall 1993 enrollment was 1072
students, whereas the fall 1992 enrollment was 1055. The
percentage increase between 1992 and 1993 was 1.6.
According to Juan C. Yniguez, vice president for re
search and information services for the independent col
lege group said, "The general trend since 1990 has been
small increases each year, as opposed to the decreases we
experienced in the 1980s."
"CrossTalk" says that these figures do not support the
speculative theory of some University of California offi
cials that UC is losing upper-income students to compet
ing private schools — at least not those in California.

Charles Bukowski
A Los Angeles writer who found inspiration
at the bottom of a bottle. Bukowski's life
style and work inspired the brilliance that
created the movie "Barfly."

J

V.

SEMESTER IN LONDON
Fully accredited University with international
student body of 1,000 from 80 countries
• Located in fashionable Kensington, near
museums and major cultural centers
• Courses in literature, drama,
international business, fine & studio
arts, photography, theater, history
• Exciting internships with
British corporations
• Free one-way flight
to London
• Semester, year or
summer program
Make your resume stand out
with international experience!

RICHMOND COLLEGE
The American International University in London
I | YES. Send me details about studying at Richmond College.
Name

Phone (

)

iissrsfl
COLLEGE
DIVISION

Address
City

State

Today

In memory of

ZIP

College/University
Return to the American Institute For Foreign Study Dept. CN,
102 Greenwich Ave. • Greenwich, CT 06830,
call (800) 727-2437, ext. 6086 or 6097 or see your study abroad advisor.

7:30 a.m. — Mark Riedy,
Ernest W. Hahn Professor
of Real Estate Finance, will
discuss "Low to Moderate
Income Housing? Not In
My Back Yard!" at an
M.B.A. Alumni Breakfast
in Room 103 of the UC.

Manchester Executive Con
ference Center.
Monday, March 21
6:30 p.m.—A Seder Meal,
the feast commemorating
the exodus of the Israelites
from Egypt, will be con
ducted by Rabbi Dosick of
the USD Theology and Re
ligious S tudies Department.
The $11.75 fee will include
the complete meal, and
keeping with the tradition
of Seder, 35-cents of the
cost will be donated to
Mazon, the international
Jewish organization which
feeds the poor. The event
will take place in UC Fo
rum AB. For reservations,
please call x4735.
March 22-26

Actor Edward James Olmos
and Sen. Alan Simpson will
head an all-star lineup of
speakers at the USD Social
Issues conference on "Im
Noon — "How to Apply migration: Bridges and Bar
for Financial Aid for 1994/ riers."
Olmos will be the key
95." Sponsored by the Of
fice of Financial Aid, the note speaker on March 24
workshop will be held in at 7:30 p.m. in the UC.
SerraHall,room312. Bring Simpson is tentatively
your application forms and scheduled to be the keynote
speaker on March 26 at 10
your questions.
a.m.
12:15 p.m. — A Celebra
tion of the Feast of Saint Thursday, March 24
Patrick in Founders Chapel.
The Patrick's feast day will 7:30 p.m. —Sacrament of
be celebrated with a Mass Reconciliation in Founders
in Latin from the Novus Chapel, includes a prayer
Ordo text. Students, staff service and an opportunity
and faculty are invited to for individual confession.
participate in this celebra Sponsored by Campus Min
tion in honor of everyone's istry.
"patron saint". Thecelebra
tion is presented by USD Friday, April 1
Campus Ministry and USD
Departments of Music and Deadline for Financial Aid
Applications for continuing
Foreign Languages.
USD undergraduates.
Friday, March 18
Friday, April 8
"Decorative Arts of West
Africa" display comes to an Noon — Learn to be AS
end.
The display in SERTIVE! A workshop
Founders Gallery will be on directed by Dr. Judy
exhibition until 4:30 today. Goodman, Ph.D. of MerCy
Hospital will emphasize
personal rights and iden
Saturday, March 19
tify what frequently pre
7:00 p.m. — Sr. Mary Ann vents people from commu
Donovan, S.C., will discuss nicating assertively. Space
"A Believable Church?" at is limited, so RSVP to Hu
the Spring 1994 Catholic man Resources x4594.
Perspectives Forum in the
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Politics of the world brought to USD
HAdmiral James Scotsdale's new book,
• Russian journalist Vladamir Pozner
says America is misinformed about Rus "A Vietnam Expierence," reveals the
horrors faced by Vietnam's POWs
sian politics
Deborah Acomb
News Co-Editor

Hoping to open a door to Americans about
what is happening in Russia, prominent Rus
sian journalist Vladamir Pozner delivered
the keynote speech to the Corporate Associ
ates on Wednesday, March 2.
Pozner spent the day visiting students,
faculty and members of the USD Corporate
Associates Program to discuss his new book,
"Eyewitness: A Personal Account of the
Unraveling of the Soviet Union."

Posner highlights Russian history
Pozner spoke about developments that have
shaped today's Russia, many which have
been distorted to Americans because of inac
curacies in television journalism. Pozner
currently co-hosts a twice-weekly show on
CNBC with Phil Donahue.
Beginning with President Khruchev,
Pozner told of the pride that was evident in
Russia. He said that the people didn't mind
all of the problems, such as standing in line
for food and other necessities because they

knew that one day communism would return
for their children and grandchildren.
Under Breshnev, the system began to fall
apart and ideals disappeared.
In March 1985, Gorbachev was elected
general secretary of the Communist Party.
Gorbachev appointed conservatives to his
cabinet, thinking that he could control them.
"Gorbachev could have run for dog catcher,
but wouldn't have won," because of the de
cline in Gorbachev's support, Pozner said.
Yeltsin was brought intooffice after voters
in the Russia republic wanted to elect their
president directly instead through the Parlia
ment. "Yeltsin is a man of great courage,"
Pozner said.
Yeltsin swept victory in June
1991 with over 57 percent of the
votes, and was inaugurated as the
first freely elected official in 1000
years of Russian history.
When the Soviet empire col
lapsed, anger, disillusionment and
economic hardship ensued. When
Americans were being told that the
Russians were standing in line for
scarce commodities—they weren't,
the goods were there. Within one
year, the money they had saved was
worth nothing to them, even for
those who had status, such as edu
cated professionals.
"We are seeing today a change in
the relationship between Russiaand
the United States," said Pozner. For
many years Russia followed what
the U.S. said. For the Russians, life
has gotten worse and the people
aren't happy about it. Americans
are led to believe that Russians just
want to be free at a time "when the
country is trying to redefine itself,
trying to find out who it is," said
Pozner.
Pozner believes that demagogue
Vladamir Zhirinovsky may be elected in the
next Russian presidential election, in 1996.
"People no longer have any beliefs," he said.
Beliefs placed in a man or system alone will
lead to a letdown; there is no moral back
ground in Russia, he added.
Pozner's journalism career was shook up
when Pozner was ousted from his position as
political observer for Soviet TV and radio in
1991 after he made public his views about
Russia and then-President Gorbachev.

SJ

natural rules, and when these were violated,
their captors punished them by binding them
in ropes, locking them in torture cuffs and
beating them to bloody pulps.
When prisoners reached a breaking point
from torture, they were "allowed" to
Admiral James B. Stockdale, the vice- apologize and atone by "confessing their
presidental runningmate to Ross Perot in 1992, crimes" and condemning the U.S. gov
spoke to the University community on March ernment.
Stockdale defined the political prison
10 about his involvement in the V ietnam War.
James Stockdale is a retired Vice Admiral who as an emotional experience. There were
was an engineering test pilot and an operational manipulative interrogators attempting to
fighter pilot with 15 years' experience in car break down a prisoner's inner self. They
tried to impose emotions of shame and deep
rier aviation.
In 1965, he was shot down over North fear on prisoners; this is "what prison
nightmares arc made of,
not fear of pain."
One student asked
Stockdale how he made it
through this ordeal.
Stockdale reflected on the
maintaining of morale
through comradeship with
his fellow POWs. In his
book, he mentioned hav
ing experienced pain from
contact sports and the
mental
harassment
learned from survival
school helped him as well.
He also commented on
the network of communi
cation he created to know
the identity and location
of all the prisoners. "No
communication" was one
of the main rules in prison,
but this did not stop
Admiral Stockdale talks about POW life
Stockdale and others who
Vietnam and spent seven and a half years as broke this rule for "loyalty, a feeling of selfa prisoner of war
worth, and dignity," he wrote. To be tortured
Four of those years were spent in solitary for talking was considered better than being
confinement in a Hanoi prison. He suffered desperately lonely in the confines of a claus
serious bone breaks as a prisoner with his trophobia environment.
knee, vertebrae, and left shoulder—all shat
For Admiral Stockdale's valient efforts as
tered.
a POW, he received theCongressional Medal
In Stockdale's book, "A Vietnam Experi of Honor. After his release in Vietnam, he
ence", he explained how the conditions for served two tours of duty after the war—one
American POWs had changed from WWII to as a rear admiral at sea and the second as
Vietnam, as prisoners increasingly were president of the Naval War College in New
treated as propaganda tools and prime politi port, R.I.
cal assets.
Stockdale left the Navy, in 1979. He is
Stockdale wrote about how the enemy currently a senior research fellow at the
capitalized with the element of fear to an Hoover Institution and a lecturer in the
extreme degree.
Philosophy Department at Stanford Uni
Prisoners were told to live by sets of un versity.

Matt Klawitter
Staff Writer
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A step to America's classrooms
Commentary » Analysis » Letters

In a race beginning 500 days
ago, nay let us even say 200 days
ago, the wolf is given a vehicle and
the lamb must use its legs. Who
would you say is winning? The
lamb is then offered a bicycle, or
maybe a vehicle. Will the lamb
catch up? How would the wolf
look complaining about the ve-

Yusuf
Khouri
Staff Writer
hide offered the lamb, much less
the bicycle?
Affirmative action strikes fear
in the hearts of many and panic in
the minds of others. Why? What
are whites afraid of? Perhaps one
person thinks a Latino will take his
job.Maybeanotherpersonbelieves

an African-American will be admit
ted to auniversity in herplace. Maybe
some students think a Native Ameri
can got their scholarship.
Many use a special word to de
scribe this — reverse discrimination.
Not only is this term arrogant, but it is
unnecessary as well. Discrimination
is discrimination. But is affirmative
action really discrimination?
Unemployment, according to the
U.S. Bureau of the Census, is more
than doubled in minority communi
ties than in Caucasian communities.
This is true despite the presence of
affirmative-action programs.
Our school is, by and large, a reflec
tion of our society. Just look around.
How many white women are profes
sors and deans? One of the most pow
erful positions on campus, the Pro
vost, is held by a Caucasian woman,
Sister Sally Furay, RSCJ. How many
true minorities hold powerful posi
tions?
On this campus, as well as society,

the larger concentration of minorities
occupy what is considered lower-sta
tus positions, such as maintenance,
field work, domestic service and food
service. Are these desireable posi
tions?
Taking a quick look at white collar
jobs, don't be surprised that minori
ties only hold about 20 percent of the
workforce positions. This is with af
firmative action in "action."
How about colleges and universi
ties? Isn't it easier for a minority to get
intoacollege than it is foracaucasian?
Aren't they basically given a plethora
of opportunities never afforded to
Caucasians? Oh yes, they are given so
many opportunities that they now overpopulate campuses across America,
right?
Blacks occupy a huge 4 percent of
all students in American universities.
Latinos take up an overwhelming 7
percent, Asians breeze through ad
missions with 8 percent and Native
Americans dominate campuses with

a whopping 1 percent.
Than is it not also obvious, in light
of these enormous percentages, that
they take up most, if not all the finan
cial aid as well? "What happened to
earning a position based on true
merit?," you say. "Its not fair," you
say. Well is it fair to have legacy
programs?
Such "policies" allow individuals
preferential treatment in admittance
to a university their parents attended.
Other "fair policies" allow fraternity
and sorority members to be given
special treatment when applying for
jobs where the employer happens to
be a fraternity brother or sorority sis
ter. Sounds like a bad case of hypoc
risy has hit college campuses.
Some people believe that, in the
end, affirmative-action will hurt mi
norities. They do have a point. If affir
mative action is held above reproach,
if affirmative-action programs are
made to be saviors of minorities, if
they are used as the only source of

"help" for minorities, then it does
and will ultimately hurt them.
Proponents of affirmative action
should be careful that it doesn't
give minorities a false sense of
security whilegiving whites a false
sense of insecurity. The facts show
that minorities are worse off than
their Caucasian counterparts in
terms of college entrance and em
ployment opportunities.
This is why affirmative-action
should be used in conjunction with
other programs and real action
aimed at enabling minorities to
begin controlling their own eco
nomic and educational destinies.
Since many opponents of affir
mative-action do so under the guise
that they're helping minorities in
the end, I hope they will be the
strongest participants in bringing
about true change. I dream that
they'll put their money where their
mouth is instead of flapping their
gums in the name of "equality."

A step to the back of the bus
"Free at last, free at last,
God almighty we are free at
last." These memorable words
of Dr. Martin Luther King in
his speech, "I Have A Dream"
mark the period of the 1960's
civil rights movement when de
segregation in public transpor
tation, the Civil Rights act of
1964, and the Voting Rightsact

Stephanie
LaBacz
Special to the VISTA
of 1965 established that all
americans of any race were
deemed equal in the eyes of
the United States government.
Shamefully, nearly thirty
years after freedom from seg
regation and equal freedom to
vote were established, far too
many ignorant Americans
have cheated us of our free
dom from discrimination. Al
though acts of discrimination

have decreased slightly, due to cul ent races in general.
tural and ethical education, civil
This way of solving the prob
injustices that have been dealt with, lem by attacking it at it's root will
and so called "politically correct" not only get rid of the surface prob
objectives, discrimination is still lem of discrimination but will cause
one of America's most prominent a substantial decrease in prejudices
and self destructive ailments to against races which will lead to a
date. So what more can be done to more solid and a permanent af
conquer this problem.
fect. Peoplewouldn'tgivepartial
This very problem is what many treatment to or against others
officials and political leaders have strictly based on the color of their
been tackling with for years. Be skin, which is the ultimate prob
cause discrimination is not so much lem. Yet, if this is the ultimate
an action, but rather the prejudice problem, then why is the Clinton
mindset or intent behind the ac Administration giving the "OK"
tion, it is a crime that can't tangi on racially based scholarships.
bly be proved noreasily controlled. Isn't this a contradiction.
Millions of American minorities
Three years ago during the Bush
are turned down for job positions, administration the problem
denied admittance in higher edu whether or not racially based schol
cational institutes, or just treated arships provided by institutions
disrespectfully notbecauseof merit were constitutional. Although
but because of their skin color.
there was no official decision
One very logical solution to this made, officials asked for these to
problem is to encourage higher be banned because aid money
education for minorities so that should be given on the basis of
more of them areequipped to com merit and need, not on the color of
pete in the job market. This would one's skin.
therefore increase the amount of
But on February 17,1994, offi
"white collar" minori ties in the job cials now support these scholar
market which will in effect lead to ships in order to increase diversity
a heightened respect for the differ in schools. "We want the doors to

post secondary education to re
main open for minority students.
This policy helps to achieve that
goal in a manner that is consistent
with the law", stated the Secretary
of Education Richard W. Riley in
the Los Angeles Times the follow
ing day. The law referred to is
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 which prohibits recipients of
federal funds from discriminating
on the basis of race, color, or
national origin.
Another advocate from the De
partment of Education, Katherine
Kahler, added that the guideline
that the institutions must only give
such scholarships with the intent
to make up of past discrimination.
Each of these arguments have va
lidity to them. But the principle is
lost.
The reason scholarships are
given is either to award students
for their hard work or scholastic
ability or aid them in sufficing
their financial need. In years past,
many minorities were cheated of
these gifts because of the color of
their skin. This discrimination is
definitly an accute act of injustice.

So how is it justified to allow

further descrimination to take
place by excluding certain
amounts of money to only a
student of a certain skin color?
For one, if there were a schol
arship held exclusively for an
American Indian, but between
an American Indian and an Af
rican American, the African
American had the higher need
and a more impressive merit,
wouldn't the African Ameri
can be discriminated against?
Secondly, the color of a
person's skin has no significant
effect on a person's scholastic
performance. If race has no
relevance in individual learn
ing, why should it be used as a
tool to determine qualifications
for a scholastic award?
All in all, this policy may
increase diversity in universi
ties and the workplace as well
which will lead greater respect
for others rather than prejudice.
But if we want to be 'free at
last' from the injustice of dis
crimination, why use discrimi
nation as a tool to fight it.
Wouldn't that be equally un

just?

,
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Letters

Write to Us!
The USD VISTA welcomes all types of letters for print. Please keep
letters less than one page long. All letters must be signed and must
include a phone number for verification purposes but names can
be withheld upon request.
Bring your letter to the VISTA office (downstairs in the UC) by
Saturday at noon, typed on 8 1/2 X 11 paper or mail it to: USD
VISTA; c/o Letter to the Editor; 5998 Alcala Park; San Diego, CA
92110-2492.
The USD VISTA reserves the right to select and edit letters to be
published.

NROTC Keeps
a Tight Ship
Two recent VISTA pieces on
USD's NROTC Program compel
me to respond I'm reminded
after reading the two opinions, of
the stray of an investigator's first
question of an accused marriage
partner "How often do you beat
your spouse?" I cannot, of course,
comment on the legitimacy of the
anonymous interviews used to
support both articles' allegations
of sexual harassment, drug abuse,
bias and other dysfunctional
organizational behavior within
our NROTC program. I will
assure you, however, that the
NROTC pipgram, midshipmen
and staff are not the unprofes
sional, "...dirt bag, fat, sloppy,
drug-using and alcohol-abusing
punks" that one article suggests.
As American taxpayers, I invite
you to drop by our USD NROTC
spaces at Sacred Heat and have a
look for yourself. I think you'll
find inspired and inspirational
young femaleand male officer
candidates and midshipmen. I
also think you'll find than in
possesion of high personal
behavior standards, excellent
academic and physical fitness
credentials, and appropriate
respect and appreciation for the
importance and challenge of
commissioned naval service.
As American taxpayers, you
are invited to crane by and speak
with me or our NROTC staff
about our responsible manage
ment of your tax dollffls which
fund our salaries and the midship
men tuition, fees and books —
their scholarships. I also encour
age you to speak with a midship
man or officer candidate you
might know or happen to see on
campus. We're identifiable by
uniform every Tuesday, our"drill
day." I'll be most surprised if you
aren't impressed with their
dedication, maturity, potential aid
core values.
The Navy has had its deserved
share of bad publicity of late. The
Navy is correcting and improving,
in my view, as a result of recent
regretful incidents. Also, the
Department of Defense is
downsizing dramatically as a
result of new national priorities.
Navy downsizing has resulted in
reduced opportunity for NROTC
scholai ships and for commis
sioned service*) this country.
Reduced opportunities result in
increased frustration for citizens
sincerely intent on commissioned
Naval service. For those who are
afforded the opportunity via the
NROTC Program, its my and our
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Private lessons
Professors are dating students, are they grading on curves?
I am asking the question that
the main guy in the movie malice
should have considered, the
question both Andrea and
Brandon faced on 90210 didn't
really battle with, the question that
could have saved Julia Roberts a
lot of headaches in The Pelican
Brief, the question that continually
manufactures real life saga...

NROTC staff's responsibility to
ensure that our USD graduates and
commissionees are "the best they
can be," coining an Army notion.
Please see for yourself if we're
doing a responsible job with your
tax dollars.

Margie
Gomez

Captain J.S. Boyd

Staff Writer

USN Professor of
Naval Science and
Commanding Officer
NROTC Unit San Diego

Not Everyone
Cut Out To Be
An Officer
Recently, you have been running
an editorial series intended to be an
investigative report on the state of
the Navy ROTC program at USD.
On the other hand, the first article of
the series appears to be a personal
gripe session about a disgruntled
former midshipman being cut from
the program. This student seems to
view those "scholarship" midship
men with prior service as a bunch of
slackens while at the same time
attempting to justify his own actions
during the last two years which
resulted in him becoming a retired
cadet.
I was a cadet in a high school
JROTC battalion where I rose to the
rank of lieutenant colonel, and I was
probably the youngest regular Army
enlisted man wearing sergeant
stripes after I enlisted at 17.
Eventually, I received a good
conduct medal and an honorable
discharge for my time and the
privilege of serving this country. I
can safely say that while there are
some outstanding college ROTC
graduates who make a great
transition from an academic
environment to the demands of
active duty command, the vast
majority of people in the military
have more respect for and higher
expectations of officers with prior
enlisted service than of their
younger counterparts fresh from
college with no prior active duty
experience at all.
Having been there, I admit to a
certain degree of satisfaction in
taking a salute from companies on
the march, having a captain or
major call the room to attention
when you enter, and enjoying all the
other perks that come with the title
erf colonel. I'm sure that this former
midshipman feels a sense of lost
privilege as well, but if he really
loves the Navy, then he should
seriously consider serving to the
best of his ability and enlist If he is
really as good as his self-reported

see Letters on page 7

should students and professors be
able to have romantic relation
ships?
This is a situation that must be
treated delicately. Students are
here to learn, professors are hired
to teach. What is the University's
right and power in these situa
tions? The University's responsi
bility is to provide a safe frame
work that permits students and
staff to move about without threat
and discomfort, but realistically
acknowledges the existence of
such situations.
From a student's perspective —
and universities exist inorder to
educate and facilitate growth for
students — the black and white
view of the matter is that the
classroom is a place of learning
and not a romantic breeding
ground. The goal is for a professor
to assist each student in learning a
subject to their maximum capacity
for knowledge, romance could
only be a distraction from this
goal. Any distraction from the
goal doeas not help in achieving
it.
Romance between a student
and professor adds in a soap opera
element to chum the minds of the
other students who, by nature of
the beast, have a hard enough time
focusing as it is. The classroom is
about learning, not lusting, thus
romantic liaisons are entirely

inappropriate there.
This does not mean, however,
that they will not and do not exist.
Professor-student liaisons are
not ideal, but we do not live in an
ideal world. Unfortunately, the
truth about life, and especially
about romance, is that it doesn't
always occur in a sterile square
peg of appropnateness. Moreover,
we are, by the time we enter
college, adults (at least in the legal
definition), and so are those
employed by the University as
professors. Even if University
policy was to forbid these
relationships, they would un
doubtedly still occur, because life
outside of work is life outside of
work.
I hope that we can all forever
continue, as we have been given
the privilege in this free country,
to govern our own sex lives. The

Romance between a
student and a profes
sor adds in a soap
opera element to churn
the minds of students
who, by nature of the
beast, have a hard
enough time focusing
as it is.
University must undoubtedly
protect this right, but at the same
time protect the right of those
vulnerable to exploitation when
student-professor relationships
occur.
Looking at this situation
realistically, we must admit that
these situations will occur, but
they are not conducive to learning,
and so it is the University's
responsibility to referee the
boxing match inorder to protect
students who have innocently
entered the ring with the goal of
learning, from getting hurt.
The student/lover could be
subject to all kinds of bias, and
even if they are not, the motives

of the professor would always be
questionable. Was the student
graded fairly? If not, then the
curve is thrown off, not to
mention the fairness to other
students.
Students might feel uncomfort
able being in a classroom where
the professor and a student are
dating. Love in a classroom also
introduces situations that could
result in a sexual harrassment
tumor in the classroom, which is
an organ of of the University
body. In order to prtect students
from competing against a
"teacher's pet," or even plain old
awkward feelings about the whole
thing, the University should have
a policy that encourages a proper
adjustment to such a situation.
When a student and professor
are involved romantically, every
effort must be made by the parties
involved, and by the University,
for that student to not be enrolled
in that professor's courses. Since
add/drop deadlines may not
cooperate with the calendar of
love, the student and professor
should be advised by the Univer
sity to postpone their affair until
the semester has ended. Or,
everyone should be really, really
quiet.
The general university policy
across the nation is that the
universities do not prohibit, but do
discourage, professorstudentliaisons. Last year, the
University of Virginia sweat and
struggled over this question and
decided to prohibit professors and
teaching assistants from dating
students, period — regardless of
whether or not the student is in the
particular professors class.
I think this is drastic, and
unrealistic where hormones are
concerned. When the matter,
however delicate, is dealing with
the private life of consenting
adults, in a free country, all the
university is responsible and
entitled to do is establish guide
lines to protect the rights of all
involved, period.
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Quote of the Week
Well, I have already been to McDonald's.., The next stop is
Disney World.
—Aspiring gourmet chef and feminist's darling, Lorerta Bobbin, after being
released froman insane asylum

Thinking communally
Volunteering to better the world we live in
The idea of reinvesting
work back into the com- VISTA
munity through volunteering has been a concept as old as work
itself. When people take time to volun
teer their services, they will always make
a difference in theirown as well as others'
lives.
When people volunteer for commu
nity service, they not only help those in
need, but they maintain a status that goes
far beyond what any paid job could offer.
The volunteer almost always learns re
sponsibility, organization and pride that
can later be used in paid jobs. It also trains
the volunteer to work in a team as well as
independently.
Volunteers become acquainted with
many different kinds of people and ac
quire enlightening bits of wisdom. For
example, a senior citizen may tell a vol
unteer of an outstanding experience that
not only gives the volunteer a lesson in
morality, but also makes the senior citi
zen feel she or he has a place in society—
such as playing a modem day sage. This
is the type of experience that could never
be subsidized by a paycheck, whatever
the amount — though you would never
have noticed these days.
Will scoffing at panhandlers or com
plaining about all the problems within the
community solve anything? If people re
ally want to improve their surroundings
they need to volunteer. Simply throwing
money at a problem will not make it go
away. A combination of donating money
and time to the subject of concern is the
key. This basic task, however, cannot be
overcome by just one class of people. If
we are to make our community a better

place in which to live
in, people need to
think communally.
•
This will help alleviate the strain that we
place upon making money and thus cre
ate a more balanced society.
Anyone is eligible to volunteer, no
matter what social, financial or cultural
status. Along those same lines, every
one involved would be looked upon
more equally since all are striving for a
\
common goal.
USD students have made themselves
accessible to volunteering through vari
ous programs, such as the Homeless
Outreach, Urban Plunge, Tijuana Or
phanage Project and the Linda Vista
Kids Project. If you prefer a more estab
lished organization, the Circle K and
Rotaract Clubs offer a plethora of spon
sored community service events while
making volunteers honorary members
of their on-campus clubs.
College course credit may be earned
through classes such as "Field Experi
ence In Literacy," "Mentoring Volun
teers For Youth" and "Recreational Ac
tivities For Youth." The volunteering
experience could also be used as a re
sume booster.
It is unfortunate that a natural disaster
has to occur before people actually take
notice of what really needs to be done to
heal a community's wounds. If you are
thinking about doing community ser
vice, don't do it merely to boost your
resume or earn extra units for gradua
tion. Do it for the knowledge that you
have affected another person's life (as
well as your own) and, possibly, re
stored some faith in the community.

Editorial

spotless reputation, then he will
probably start as a petty officer
and soon become chief, with a
better-than-average chance of
becoming a warrant officer. He
may even find himself selected to
attend a commissioning program
or at the Naval Academy to
become an ensign; I was offered
academy nominations during a
period of severe downsizing after
the end erf the Vietnam Conflict,
and I am sure that qualified activeduty nominees are still being
sought now. In any case, he will
have shown the dedication to
acheive his ambition with a
minimum of bad-mouthing
against prior-service midshipmen
who have more to risk than he did.
You see, if those "scholarship"
midshipmen are cut, they can't
just run and hide in another major,
they end up back on active duty,
back where they started.
As far as the prior-service
midshipmen go, they tend to
understand the necessity of
working within the framework of
a team with the full knowledge
that when leadersdhip positions
open one, two or more levels, they
will be expected at that time to be
truly outstanding and rise in a time
of crisis to meet the expectations
of their peers, their commanders
and the nation. The military is a
bureaucracy, and this bureaucracy
rewards survivors who can take
on increasing levels of responsi
bility in a crisis. An individual
who wishes to serve in this
bureaucracy must be able to
subordinate her or his own
ambition to fit the needs of the
service. It will be interesting to see
if this former midshipman can
swallow his pride well enough to
handle this.

John Gonzalez
CldSS Of 9 4

Massacre at
Mosque Lesson
For Arabs
In Yusuf Khouri's article
(March 3), he pleadingly attempts
to convince us that we should not
view Arabs and Palestinians as
"terrorists," but rather, view them
as 'Victims." He backs this
proposition with the shooting at the
mosque in Hebron. However, he
fails to mention one obvious point
which is devastating to his
argument; the shooting was simply
retribution for the countless acts of
cowardly terrorism committed by
Arabs, mostly Palestinian. They
attack kingergartens, civilian

buses, pregnant Israelis, as well as
commercial airplanes (Pan Am
103) and American skyscrapers
(World Trade Center). The
Palestinians also slaughter their
own people who support peace with
Israel — over 200 since December.
Do the Palestinians think they
can mercilessly kill innocent,
unarmed civilians worldwide with
impunity? Mr. Goldstein, who
orchestrated and conducted the
shooting at the mosque, was fed up
with daily attacks on Israelis by the
Palestinian terrorists, and saw that
the Israeli government was
ineffectively dealing with the
prevention of these attacks.
Fundamentalist Muslims have
vowed to keep attacking even when
the Palestinians attain sovereignty,
until "the Middle East is free from
the Jews." The Arab terrorists have
just learned a hard lesson: Jewish
blood isn't cheap anymore, and
terrorism will cut both ways.
One point worth noting is that
whenever an Arab storms into a
kindergarten and opens fire, and is
killed in the act, he is hailed as a
hero/martyr for killing five-yearolds, and is never condemned by
Palestinian representatives. Plus,
Arafat appears on CNN saying,
"The peace talks cannot be
disrupted by extremists." However,
after Goldstein's criminal acts, the
vast majority of Israelis feel
distress, and the Israeli government
condemns that act and frees
Palestinian criminals from prison as
a gesture of goodwill. Do you see a
stark difference in values here?
Now that Palestinians were,
ironically, on the receiving end of
terrorism, the hypocritical Arafat
gets on CNN and cries,"the peace
talks are in jeopardy and won't
continue until Israel gives more
unilateral concessions."
The Palestinians have the most to
gain in this process and the most to
lose. The status quo will not hurt the
Israelis, since from the beginning of
the Intifada, Israel has grown
economically, militarily and
otherwise, while the Palestinians
have lost almost everything,
including some respect after putting
13-year-old kids in the streets as
"human shields" between the rock/
firebomb throwers and Israeli
soldiers. (A media stunt?)
Unilaterally disarming the settlers
is ludicrous, and would turn them
into sitting ducks, since the
Palestinian terrorists have stockpiles
of weapons. The peace talks cannot
be disrupted by individual extrem
ists. It is now time for the Palestin
ians to sit down and fulfill the
agreements they signed, and not
fearfully and unilaterally back out
after two years of negotiations.

Michael B. Eisenberg
Student

VISTA Opinion Phone Poll
Do you think Congress should pass
President Clinton's Health Care Plan?

Yes

No

32%. 38%

Don't Know

30%

Note: this poll is entirely unscientific

SoarAT.
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The pain of forgetting
Alzheimer's continues to baffle the experts
Sandy Lips
Staff Writer

The forgetfulness, confusion and
dementia that affect people after
age 65 are not always signs of nor
mal aging. They are symptoms of
Alzheimer's disease, a debilitating
brain illness which affects four mil
lion Americans and is the fourth
leading cause of death.
The disease is so devastating be
cause, as it progresses,patients may
get lost in familiar places and often
become unable to recognize their
closest family members For those
family members and loved ones,
watching the mind of a loved one
slowly deteriorate is painful.
Alzheimer's disease continues to
baffle medical experts and research
ers. There is neither a proven test to
diagnose the disease nor any treat
ment or cure.
Although it is known that the
disease results from lesions in the
brain caused by plaques and depos
its that form in brain tissue, the only
way that these lesions can be diag
nosed is through autopsy.
Risk factors are also difficult to
identify. Researchers haveproposed
many different theories for thecause
of the brain lesions which lead to

Alzheimer's disease. Someof these
explanations include drug toxicity,
head trauma, strokes, and vitamin
deficiency. While these factors may
cause memory loss, they have not
been proven to cause the disease.
The link between metals, particu
larly zinc and aluminum, in the de
velopment of the disease has been
the focus of much speculation as
well.
Studies have shown that elevated
levels of zinc and aluminum might
stimulate the formation of the de
posits in the brain that cause
Alzheimer's disease. These metals
are often found in drinking water,
ambient air and food and health and
beauty products such as deodor
ants.
Genetics is the one area of
Alzheimer's research that has made
favorable progress. Last year, re
searchers linked an increased nsk
of the disease with a gene for a
orotein called ApoE. Their experi
ments revealed that adults who pos
sess a certain form of this gene are
prone tobe attacked by Alzheimer's
after age 65. In addition, those who
inherit two copies of this genetic
form, one from each parent, have a
91 percent chance of contracting
the disease by age 68. This discov
ery was significant because, if the

genetic link is confirmed. a geneuc
diagnostic test can be developed,
which then creates the potential for
prevention and treatment before the
disease develops.
From both an emotive and theo
retical standpoint, Alzheimer s is a
complicated and frustrating disease
There is both the public matter re
garding the cost of caring for pa
tients, estimated at $70 to $90 bil
lion per year, and the private matter
of how to personally care for loved
ones who are afflicted by the dis
ease.
Caregivers face the responsibil
ity of learning how to treat an
Alzheimer's patient as well as the
decision about the use of any anti
psychotic drugs, which can cause
negative side effects.
Because Alzheimer's is such a
difficult disease to cope with, the
Nauonal Alzheimer's Association
offers support forcaregivers, as well
as services for oauents. For now,
beacuse research has been unpre
dictable and insubstantial, this is
the only alternative.
Alzheimer's is a serious and dev
astating disease that has the poten
tial to affect everyone. Society must
foster both an awareness and a re
sponsibility for the toll Alzheimer's
takes.

Questions of schizophrenia yet to be answered
Matt Morgan
Staff Writer

As Dylan Abraham hitchhiked through the
American Southwest, he reflected that every
sound, sight, breath and sensation seemed
"pregnant with meaning." Sounds idyllic,
but besides the euphoria, were voices. While
sometimes the voices were warm and reas
suring, at other times they were threatening
and nightmarish. Whatwaseven more fright
ening, was that a unsettling distrust and fear
of the people around him was fostered. Dylan
was 18, and suffering from the mental disor
der of schizophrenia.
"Schizophrenia" is a term traditionally used
*o describe interaction between differentparts
jf the psyche. The disorder was first diag
nosed in the mid-19th century by Swiss thera
pist Eugen Bleuler. He coined the phrase for
the disorder due to the then-popular belief
that schizophrenia was nothing more than a
person acting out his or her dreams in the real
world.
The inability to separate fantasy from real
ity is in fact one of the most common signs of
schizophrenia. Patients might havedelusions
of grandeuror th ink that they are an i mportant

historical figure. Typically, they will not be
able to relate to their surroundings or accept
reality for what it is.
Other symptoms of the disorder include
overwhelming fear, paranoia or suspicion of
others, unwarranted fear of persecution, so
cial withdrawal and loss of interest in activi
ties with which a person is normally in
volved. Schizophrenics may be unresponsive
or unwilling tocommunicate with families or
friends, apparently without reason.
Despite the fact that the scientific world
has been aware of schizophrenia for almost
150 years, very little is understood about its
origins, causes, or methods of treatment. The
disease is somewhat common, affecting one
in every 100 people. It is fatal 10 percent of
cases, including suicide.
The disorder affects men two to three
times more often than women, but some
researchers conclude that because men arc
typically less emotional by nature the disease
in women may not be as easy to detect.
By contrast, women are diagnosed with
mood disorders much more often than men
are. Researchers have not offered any real
explanations. In addition, men typically ex
perience the onset of the disease two years
earlier than women.

Schizophrenia affects people between ages
15 and 55, after which time the likelihood of
contracting the disease is gready reduced.
Symptoms may appear before puberty, but in
most documented cases, they appear after age
15.
Four varieties of schizophrenia have been
identified. Simple schizophrenia involves only
the usual symptoms. Paranoid types exhibit
pronounced feelings of persecu
tion as well as intense delusions
of grandeur, someone of this type
may be very egocentric and think
that the world revolves around
him or her.
Hebephrenic types are similar
to Paranoids, but their symptoms
are much more pronounced, their
behavior will be particularly odd
or unusual, and they cannot deal
with people adequately — they seem shallow
to onlookers.
Catatonic types are the most extreme,
appearing to be completely unaware of their
surroundings. They may appear in a trance
like stale and be mute or unresponsive to
others. All types routinely hear voices when
nobody has spoken and see apparitions that
arc not there.

There is some conflict over the cause of the
disease. Many sociologists think that schizo
phrenia is brought on by a person's upbring
ing and home environment, since a large
number of patients seem to come from poor
or minority backgrounds, and from abusive
see DISEASE on page 9
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Hope for Alzheimer's patients
|Behavioral approach offers an alternative treatment
Tanya Rodrigues
Social Issues Co-Editor

When any medical problem
comes up, today's automatic re
sponse is drugs. As a society, we
look to science for a cure to any
ailment. When acure can't be found,
the next step is something that will
subdue the symptoms for as long as
possible.
The devastating disease of
Alzheimer's is no exception. Be
cause a cure has not been found, the
next step is to look for a way to
combat the anxieties, depression,
violent behavior and problem-solv
ing difficulties that often mark this
neural disease.
While anti-psychotic or anti-de
pressive drugs are often used, other
answers are sought by the medical
community. In the Memory Loss
Intervention Project, USD's Philip
Y. Hahn School of Nursing is col
laborating with UCSD's School of
Medicine and the Alzheimer's As
sociation of San Diego to examine
four different non-drug treatments
for the memory loss and dementia
often associated with Alzheimer's.
The project received a $734,765
grant from the National Institutesof
Health and will focus on the emo
tional support of the participants,
their family relationships,and men
tal stimulation of the family mem
ber with memory loss.
The first study, called "Chronic

• DISEASE
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or broken homes.
For these reasons, it is thought by
some researchers that the disease is
an intentional withdrawal by the
victim- an attempt to escape their
unfavorable surroundings.
There may be some truth to this
theory, but the disease appears to be
at the least partly ge
netic. A team of psy
chiatrists and physi
cians in Britain have
noted an apparent rise
in schizophrenic cases
during influenza epi
demics. Although vi
ruses themselves can
not be passed from a
mother to a fetus, cer
tain chemicals can.
Antibodies produced
to fight influenza in a
pregnant woman may
attack the brain tissue
of the fetus, thinking it
toconsistof viral cells.
Early tests on rabbits
confirm this theory; in
fluenza antibodies at
tacked proteins in the
hippocampus, one of
the areas of the brain
that suffers the most damage in
schizophrenics.
There also seems to be a rise in
births of future schizophrenics dur
ing the late winter and early spring
months, with babies born in March
being 15 percent more likely to be
come schizophrenic later in life.
Some researchers think that this

Memory Loss: Home
vs. Community Inter
ventions," tests ways
in which families can
actively stimulate
memory problemsolving and commu
nication skills. It in
cludes "couples"
counseling
and
suppport groups for
patient-caregiver
pairs.
Another behav
ioral approach is to
enroll patients in a
support group, which
takes patients on su
pervised field trips,
allowing caregivers a
much needed break.
The purpose of the
project, according to the San Diego
Union-Tribune, is to improve the
patient's mental function, coping
skills, and self-esteem.
According to the director of the of
UCSD's Alzheimer's Disease Di
agnostic and Treatment Center, Dr.
Ed Jackson, many of the problems
associated with the disease appear
to stem from a loss of self esteem.
In addition, the patients, by meet
ing others with Alzheimer's, see
that they are not alone in battling
the disease; many others are in the
same plight. An effect noted so far
is that the club has lessened both the
patients' anxiety and need for medi
cation.

lends credibility to the influenza
connection, as the greatest number
of influenza cases are recorded at
about the same time of year. Physi
cians have noted that the greater the
flu
epidemic,
the
more
schizophrenics are born at that time.
There was a particularly bad epi
demic in England in 1957, and an
unprecedented
number
of
schizophrenics were diagnosed in
the 1970s, about the time those ba
bies would have hit puberty.

Doctors and psychiatrists alike
are fighting to discover more about
this tragic illness and its elusive
causes, but progress is painfully
slow. In August, 1992, Harvard
Medical School performed mag
netic resonance imaging scans, on
several diagnosed schizophrenics.
The scans showed that all the pa-

Views on mental illness

*

According to experts, twenty
years from now there will be 12
million Americans stricken with
Alzheimer's Disease. Nearlyaquarter of the population will be over
age 65 in 50 years; this will make
that one-fourth of the population
vulnerable to Alzheimer's at the
precise age in which the incidence
of the disease increases. In addi
tion, it is estimated that 47 percent
of those aged 85 and older will
suffer from the disease.
The Initial research, that led to
the Memory Loss Intervention
Project was funded by the National
Center for Nursing Research and by
the National Instititute for Aging.

tients had less material on the left
side of their brains, and were par
ticularly lacking in the portion of
the brain that controls language us
age.
This a discovery may explain why
many schizophrenics have trouble
communicating. It is a small step
toward understanding schizophre
nia, but given the pace of current
knowledge, anything is useful.
Other studies over the past de
cade have shed further light on the
disorder. A 1982 project chroni
cling drug
usage among
schizophrenics seemed to indicate
that patients who abused cocaine,
marijuana and alcohol, among a
variety of other drugs, actually ex
perienced less psychopathic behav
ior, more social inclinations and
decreased apathy and paranoia than
those who did not use drugs.
Patients who used drugs claimed
they did so in order to combat the
overwhelming depression thatchar
acterizes their disorder. Further
study noted that, because the drug
users stayed in the hospital for the
same length of time as their clean
companions, drug usage would have
no substantial advantage in fighting
the disease and may only mask more
serious problems.
In September, 1993, researchers
at the National Institute of Mental
Health in Bethesda, Md., isolated
the area of the brain that causes
schizophrenics to perceive hearing
voices when nobody has spoken.
The region, known as Broca's Area,
is also responsible for speaking to
others. Schizophrenics do not real
ize that they are hearing the genera
tion of words in their own brain
rather than other people's voices.

A survey published
by Parade magazine
found that by a 3 to 1
ratio, American
believe that mental
illness is a major
problem in this
country, and almost
two-thirds of the
respondents person
ally know someone
with a mental illness.
Causes for mental
illness cited by
respondents were:
chemical imbalance
or biological changes
in the brain (87
percent); drug and
alcohol abuse, psy
chological or social
factors (73 percent);
and heredity (62
percent).
The survey also
found a fairly high
level of confidence
in mental health
professionals, with
85 percent saying
professionals are at
least "somewhat
successful" in treat
ing minor problems
and two-thirds agree
ing with that charac
terization for treating
major problems.

Fully 98 percent
thought that insurance
should cover medica
tion and/or therapy for
mental illness.
Still, majorities
thought people who
admit to having a
mental illness or see a
mental health profes
sional are stigmatized,
and only 35 percent
said they would seek
out a professional if
they had a mental or
emotional problem they
couldn't handle on their
own.
The survey, con
ducted by mail by
Mark Clements Re
search, Inc., sampled
2,503 men and women
ages 18 to 75, selected
to conform to national
Census data. Parade
editor Walter Anderson
said the margin of ertoT
for the sample is two
percent.
This information was
provided by the
BrainWork Neuroscience Newsletter, a
publication of the
Eleanor Naylor Dana
Institute.

Sources for Information on care,
treatment, and clinical studies dealing
with Alzheimer's disease
Pacific Research Network
294-4302
San Diego Alzheimer's Association
541-1776
Alzheimer's Family Center
543-4700
s

UCSD Alzheimer's Research Center
622-5800
Seniors Only Comprehensive and
Retirement Evaluation
294-3777
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Dont waste yotw ^ime wrthflyers—Use the
V9STW classifieds. We guarantee a
response or you get one extra week-JREE!

Hypes of Classifieds:
Personals
JofSais
KentablKoommates
Employment
Wcnted

Costs: (USD Students, subtract 20%!)
125 characters, 1week—$7;2 weeks—$10
each additional 20characters-S2
25% off all orders of 6 weeks or longer
* alldassifieds due by 5pm., Jriday prior to print

^bmo^icetrients
greeks

*purchase at UCtkketwindowor coil 26Q-4714
* late submissions subject to 4K)% service charge
•

DATSUN KING CAB for sale by owner.
1981 make, Brown exterior, airconditioning, clean, runs well, includes shell, $2,500
or best offer, call Calvin at 299-0431.

TEACHERS NEEDED Western US. Write
Evergreen Ed. Emplymnt P.O.Box 8159,
Tacoma, WA 98418. 206-572-3719 Fax
206-272-4152.
ATTENTION COLLEGE GRADS: Do you
want to get a great job and put your
degree to good use? If you're interested
in a sales, marketing, or management
career call USD Alum- Lisa Gallagher
Kratz at 587-9500. I can help you get a
position with a Fortune 500 Company.
Really- no jokes or scams. Call me-1 am
your friend in the business.
GREEKS & CLUBS EARN $50-$250 for
yourself plus up to $500 for your club!
This fundraiser costs nothing and lasts
one week. Call now and receive a free
gift. 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
VISTA IS HIRING: Applications for all
positions are available in UC 114 for the
fall 1994 semester. Call x4584 for info.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up
to $2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.). Summer and Full-Time employ
ment available. No experience neces
sary. For more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5979
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTU
NITY - Camp Wayne Boys/Girls, NE PA
(3 hrs/NYC) - Sports oriented. Counsel
ors/Specialists for all Land/Water Sports,
Outdoor Rec, Computers, A&C, Video,
Radio. Campus interviews on Wednes
day, April 6. Call 1-800-509-2267.

4

PROBLEMS WITH FOOD? Therapist
Cindy Ryan, MFCC, specializes in the
treatment of EATING DISORDERS. Call
571-1432 for a free initial brief consult.
INCOME TAX PREPARATION $10-$30,
Both Federal & CA State. Stocks, Divi
dends, Interest? Don't Mess With The
IRS! Call 294-7242.

STUDENTS DREAM! — Amenities/Lo
cation in 1/1 condo. Pool view, private
garage, exercise rm + hot tub. 85,500.
Agt. 497-3481.
MAMMOTH LAKES: $17 - $25 per night
includes kitchen - groups up to 22, (5 BR
- 3 BA HOUSE), 1/2 mile from ski lifts,
544-9093/755-8648.

CATCH A WAVE, DUDE 8' Long board,
excellent condition, only 2 years old, $199.
Includes free Body Glove full wetsuit!
294-7242.

YES! YOU CAN OWN — 2/1.25 court
yard condo. Walk to stadium. Enjoy ten
nis, spa, pool. It's yours! $89,500. Agt.
497-3481.

Save45%
Yes! Act now and you can save up to 45 percent off
the crazy regular price of a crazy YISTA classified!
Ve've hit crazy rock-bottom prices to round out the
crazy first half of the spring 1994 semester and give
you the best deal around on a classified!
The VISTA is going CRAZY over these ludicrous
price reductions AND SO WILL YOU!

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS AN
AMAZING DEAL LIKE THIS ONE!
* Offer applies to those students or aliunn who buy classifieds for the last si* issues of the VIST A classifieds on the spring 1994 semester. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer or discount.
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STUDY ABROAD

Germany • Ireland • Italy • Japan • Mexico
TRAVEL BOOKS
vtAPS, BACKPACKS. DAV PACKS
LUGGAGE, NECK PILLOWS & ACCESSORIES

EQUIP YOUR TRIP
EURAIL
HERE!
Frankfurt
Glasgow
London
Madrid
Athens
Washington DC

SUPPLIES

$219*
$219*
$215*
$295*
$323*
$184*

Courses in:

General Information:

•
•
•
•
•

• AACSB accredited
• Excursions to cultural sites,
business and government offices
• Internships with German
companies
• Family homestay or dormitory
facilities
• Credits earned are available for
transfer on LMU transcripts

Business
Liberal Arts
Communication and Fine Arts
Science and Engineering
Language and Cultural Studies

Application Deadlines:
S99"

•Above faresare each way basedon roundtnppurchase.
Fares are from either Los Angelesor San Diego. Taxesnot
included and restrictions apply.

Fall Semester
cpring Semester
Summer Term

+April

1
November 15
April 15

For more information:

Around the world fares
as lowas $1199

Council Travel

953 Garnet Ave. • San Dieso, CA 92109

Open Saturdays 10 am - 2 pm

270-6401

PRINCIPLES

Discover the World... Discover Your Future!

of

1655 Garnet
Pacific Beach
1483-1421
sen 7 da^s a week

Contact Eva Vajda
Coordinator of International Programs
Loyola Marymount University
West 80th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90045.
Or, call (800) 638-7426,
(310) 338-1973, FAX (310) 338-2706.

inimum Requirements:
Semester
Summer

2.8 GPA
Open

4_
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DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 13.
1989 at 8:25pm.
Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

I
£

I

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes.They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit now from tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

I
I

o

g

Ensuring the future
for those who shape its."

CAREER FAIR
March 23, 1994
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount BrokerSM is
looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on March 23, 1994.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

^OLDE

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, including charges and expenses,
call 1800-842-271), ext. 8016 for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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INTRAMURALS
R E C R E A T I O N
AND

Events • Results • Schedules

Cooper
delivers

Bats N
Balls earns
top seed
This past Sunday the stage was set for corec softball's game of the season. The battle
between the leagues two top teams, Sandy
Pictrewicz's Go Deep and Cathy Berguson's
Bats N Balls, both of whom who saw this
game as the one that would decide how the
playoffs would turn out.
The result was just as this reporter ex
pected: a close 9-8 Bats N Balls win. It was
a game with five lead changes and flying
emotions (as well as bats). Thanks toclutch
hitting by Ryan Stow and Mark Daquipa of
Bats N Balls, this group of seniors can
finally say they are the team to beat in the corec tournament of champions that begins
March 20.
Probably the most important part of this
victory was it means that Go Deep will most
likely face Kim Brewer's Doggie Style in
the semifinals, a team that all should be
aware of and one that will probably battle
Bats N Balls for the title.
The Bats N Balls, Go Deep battle was
one for the ages as both teams got timely
hitting and made the defensive plays when
they had to. Chris Aparicio paced Go Deep
with four hits while the soccer twins, Mindy
Campbell and Cory Bergerson had three
apiece. Daquipa, Stow and Fuzzy Zoeller
carried Bats N Balls on their shoulders and
enabled the regular season champs to call
themselves the better team. Jen Larson sat
out the game due to injury?
Last semester's champion, Doggie Style,
told the rest of the league to remember the
past as they abused an overcooked Meatloaf
17-3. Sean Nugent and Rick Salazar gave
the sparkto the Doggie'sblastingfour home
runs between them. Mandy Sotelo also
oilected three hits and scored two runs.
Meatloaf s lone bright spot was Pat
( ostello who mashed a home run and con
tributed with some niftyglove work. Doggie
Style, who finished league play ranked no.
3 has a legitimate shot to repeat. A full
Doggie Style is one to be afraid of.
The league's surprise of the year is not
Bats N Balls, but Delta Sigma Pi who
continued to roll through league play shut
ting down the over-rated Who Came First.
This serious and emotional team showed
softball is more important to the team than
the mighty dollar as a complete team effort
helped them prevail.
Bill Homan and Janice Goldstein led the
Delta Sigs while Noah Stanley and, the
writer's favorite, Gavin Simpson played
better than expected. The businessmenwomen of co-rec softball now must get past
Bats N Balls in the second round if they
want to wear the cloth come April.
Speaking of The Team, they lost. What
else is new? T his time the defeat was 13-8
to the fully dressed Skinny Dippers. Dirk
Lashnits and Lisa Maresso paced the Dip
pers while Jon Sacket and Steve Brown
scored goals (runs) for The Team. In three
weeks, the Team must face Bats N Balls,
and believe me, that could get ugly.

Yes, sometimes she passes the ball. However, it was Angie Cooper's shooting that
led the PHInatics to the 3x3 basketball championship.

Hockey action heats up

The action was furious in the third week
of I.M. hockey, but judging from a lot of
one-sided scores, many teams seemed to
have taken an early Spring Break. The first
game was no exception. Phi Kappa Theta
mutilated John Bobbit's Stick so bad it is
embarrassing to write about it.
Mike
Swerth started the scoring for Phi Kappa
Theta and Jason "Big Rump" Stump and
Eric' "The Egg'' Morton added two each to
lead Phi Kappa Theta to its 7-0 victory.
In their second game, Lex Talonis pulled
their goalie in the final minute in search of
a victory. This time it seemed like they
pulled their goalie for the whole game. Vu
"The Yak" Lac played "big" for Lex
Talonis allowing only eight goals on 14
shots. That's right, poor Lac ran into the
"Last Action Hero" Richard "Action"
Jackson and the Jus Prima Nox express.
Jackson scored his third hat trick inas many
games by the end of the first period and
added one more goal in the third. Lex
Talonis kept it close for a while with goals
from "Chop Suey'' Neil Rui and Arie''No
Nickname Needed" Frankenberger, but
could not stop the offense of Jus Prima Nox:
Final score 8-3.
The final game Wednesday night fea
tured the team that needs no introduction,
the Mauling Vikings against a very likable
group of guys, Hansen's. The Hansen's
coming off of a tie with Yahweh, continued
their rough-house play from the get go, but
it had very little effect on the Mauling
Vikings, as they wore out the Hansen's
with their quick line changes. Timo "The
Man" Haatanen had two goals, one on a
penalty shot, for Mauling Vikings. The
story of the game was Hansen's inability to
penetrate Mauling Viking's defense. Dave
Engel continued his shut-out streak taking
it to six periods, thanks in part to facing only
eight shots. Once again the only other
important thing to note is whether or not one
of the Bergman brother's scored, and in
deed they did. Hans put in the first goal of
the game, which turned out to be the win
ning goal. Mauling Vikings third line
carried the team for the remainder of the
game. The final score was 4-0, giving
Hansen's their first loss.
The first game Thursday night was the
Delta Sigma Pi's impressive victory has Subway Game of the Week. Two of the top
given them the award as Pepsi Co-rec Soft B-league teams faced off, PlayingforStevie
ball Team of the Week. A case of cold Pepsi and Not My Laundry. The phenom,
Gerome Mastro looked a little shaky in the
will be awaiting them Sunday.

beginning as Not My Laundry's first shot
of the game passed him by. Doug "Try A
Little" Harder "Next Time" was credited
with the goal. Not My Laundry's goalie,
EdKotnik, playedpadless, giving him more
mobility and making it very difficult for
Playing For Stevie scorers, but alas, in the
second period,' 'The Man WithThe Punch''
Boake Munsch and Joe "Paul Trujillo"
Giammerinero both scored giving Playing
For Stevie the lead 2-1. Not My Laundry
played well but they looked different with
out their star, Greg "I just score goals"
Sundberg, and they missed his goal scoring
ability. Playing ForStevie added one more
goal to go onto a 3-1 victory. I must add that
this game was being protested and there is
a federal investigation underway.
1st Raf Brewer's played great for 31
minutes taking a 3-1 lead into the final
minute against Sigma Chi. But as if taken
over by an elfin spirit, Sigma Chi's J.B
Little and Justin Zakocs both scored and
Sigma Chi actually had a chance to win in
the closing seconds. 1st Raf Brewer's
must have been disappointed with the tie,
but they played a great game, especially
their goalie.
In the final game, the big stat was shots
on goal. Hoser's had five and Yahweh had
27. Yahweh controlled this game and had
no mercy for the Hoser's. Both C.J. and
Chris Walters scored for Yahweh, but the
big shots came from the same two guys. Jon
"Six Pack" Sackett and his Gretzky-like
play punished Hoser's like boats crashing
in Havasu. He finished with a hat trick.
Steve' 'The Rocket Inferno Psycho Blaster''
Davis shot the ball a la Dan "Big Red"
McHale for three goals himself. This was a
very impressive win for Yahweh as they
prepare for a big game this week against the
only other undefeated in A-League, the
super duper Mauling Vikings.
Gulls Winners: This week's winners of
two tickets to the San Diego Gull's game
against Peoria on Saturday, April 9 are Cary
Duckworth and John Sackett.

IM NOTES: 1) The men's volleyballfinalsaresetfortonightat7p.m. Come
out and see 4 XXL's battle Disorder on the
Court for thoseall-important champ shirts.
2)Entries for the Indoor Soccer league are
due April 7.

It was no surprise that top-ranked Taps
and no. 2 PHInatics made it to the final. It
was also no surprise since Taps had a twosemester winning streak that they were
listed as a 1-5 favorite to win it all.
However,surprise! Angie Cooper guar
anteed a PHInatics' victory, And what
Cooper guarantees, Cooper delivers. Her
m.v.p. performance (can we say
Jordanesque) lifted her team from medioc
rity to the championship. Taps were spell
bound by Cooper's actions. And when she
wasn't scoring, SaraBillesdon and Meghan
Highberger hit crucial jumpers. Just not to
be left out, Alison Clem bruised her way in
foracoupleoflayups. All of this team work
brought PHInatics the championship 1513, 15-12.

IM distinctions:
Best of Feb. 28 - Mar. 13

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Game: Taps vs. PHInatics
Team: PHInatics
Player: Angie Cooper
MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Game: Mauling Vikings vs.
Hansen's
Team: 1st Raf Brewers
Player: Cary Duckworth
MEN'S TENNIS
Match: Matt Simon vs.
Paul Sumagaysay
Player: Paul Sumagaysay
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Match: Michelle Fallon vs.
Julie Walters
Julie Watters

Subway IM game
of the week
Date:
Time:
Sport:
Game:

Sunday, March 20
11 a.m.
Men's Softball
Gas House Gang vs. Off the Wall

Two teams sporting impressive creden
tials but still looking for respect from the
pollsters square off Sunday on the softball
field. Although neither Gas House Gang
nor Off the Wall are likely to win the shirts
(as we said, no respect), maybe they winner
can finally crack the top five. Then again,
they probably won't. They will, however,
win the ever-popular party platter from the
Subway on Morena Boulevard.
Last week, Playing for Stevie defeated
Not My Laundry on the hockey rink. How
ever, before they could enjoy their food, the
decision was overturned and the victory
awarded to Not My Laundry as the winners
were guilty of using an illegal player.
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Ohh Saki
Tennis action
drinks from
exciting
championship
cup
The women's volleyball tournament
started off with OH *#?! up against Cactus
and Coconuts. This was just a repeat of
regular season play. Cactus and Coconuts
played well together with good passing.
OH *#?!, on the other hand, had problems
with their passing. OH*#?! were not much
of a challenge for Cactus and Coconuts.
Cactus and Coconuts advanced to the fi
nals with a 15-6, 15-9 victory.
The next semifinal match was between
Whoa! and Ohh Saki. This match was
anotherrepeatofregularseasonplay. Whoa!
had problems generating scoring opportu
nities by siding out. Ohh Saki had everyone
generating offense andputtingtheball away.
Ohh Saki was lead by Melanie Wall with
six kills in their 15-6, 15-4 victory to ad
vance and meet Cactus and Coconuts in
the finals.
The championship match was the rematch
of the big regular-season match of the week
before. Cactus and Coconuts won the
regular season match 5-15, 15-11, 15-9.
Ohh Saki was out for blood and the shirts.
Ohh Saki had the momentum going into
the matchwith just finishing their semifinal
match. Ohh Saki used this momentum to
squeeze past Cactus and Coconuts 16-14
in the first game. In the second game,
Cactus and Coconuts just fell apart. They
had problems putting the ball away on their
scoring opportunities while Ohh Saki was
capitalizing on theirs. Ohh Saki had a
combined 14 aces in the match and was led
in offense by JenniferRigazzo with five kills
and two aces. Ohh Saki won the second
game 15-10 to win the shirts.

IM spotlight:
Co-rec volleyball
Sport:
4x4 Co-rec Volleyball
Entries Due:
Tonight
Playing Days: *Mon. & Thu. 6-10 p.m.
Entry Fee:
$ 15 per team
Divisions:
A and B
•This is a change from theoriginally planned
playing nights of Wednesdays and Thurs
days.
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In its second week of matches, intramu
ral tennis was as exciting as ever. The
men's A1 had two great matches; Juan
Murulta managed to beat Eujin Hwang, 64, 6-3. The second match was the one to
watch, however, as Francois Carriere
battled Steve Staninger. Staninger pulled
out a tough win in the first set, beating
Carriere6-4. But, Carriere was not about to
give up the match. He fought back hard,
winning the final two sets 6-0, 6-2.
Men's A2 definitely had the match of the
week. Matt Simon and Paul Sumagaysay
never played tougher. Simon beat
Sumagaysay 6-4 in the first set and looked
as though he would do the same in the
second leading 4-1 when Sumagaysay got
mean! Sumagaysay turned the score around,
defeating Simon 4-6, 6-4, 7-5.
In men's A3, Brian Jacobson continued
his dominance, absolutely slaughtering
Brent Daily 6-0, 6-0. But Bill Brennan
and Paul Niebisch played tough in the first
set of their match as Brennan managed to
come through and win 7-5. In the second
set, Niebisch lost his energy as Brennan
crushed Niebisch 6-1.
Men's A4 tennis was not quite as excit
ing. Bryan Davis, despite several disagree
ments on calls from his opponent Norm
Choi, proved to be the better of the two as he
pounded Choi 6-2, 6-3. Gilberto Rosas
likewise pounded his opponent, Jesus
Escobar, 6-1, 6-1. Escobar just couldn't
concentrate: Wednesday night is "Melrose"
night!
In men's A5, only one match was played.
It was a tough battle between LuisLara and
Enrique Duarte. Despite the heavy fog
that set in, Lara managed a winover Duarte.
Duarte won the first set 6-4, but still lost the
match 4-6,6-3,6-3.
In Division 1 of the men's B league, two
blowout matches were played between J.R.
Rodriguez and Brendan Hayes, and be
tween BonickKoo and Chris Denny. Hayes
hammered Rodriguez 6-0,6-3. Even more
of an embarrassment for Denny took place
as Koo defeated him 6-0, 6-0. A third
match, however, between Alejandro Lara
and Christopher Syran, ended in more
respectable results, as Syran defeated Lara
6-3, 7-5.
The women's league, once again, ended
with blow-out results in all four matches.
Kelly Kreisle slaughtered Kristin Ward
6-0,6-2. Farren Last likewise annihilated
her opponent, Josie Molina, 6-0,6-0. Mich
elle Fallon was defeated by Julie Watters
6-1,6-2, and Nicole Suder was crushed by
Emily Faust 6-1, 6-1.

WELLNESS CORNER:

Nutrition is the key
Gary Becker

IM/Rec Director

f
A good nutrition plan is the key to
success with anywellness/fitness program.
Whether your goals are general good
health,lower cholesterol levels or weight
loss/gain, you need to follow good nutri
tion practices, in order to succeed.
A good nutrition program does not have
to be painful, it just has to be balanced and
sensible. Many of the fad diets/diet rem
edies that are out there generally end up
failing for the individual I have known
many individuals who over a period of one
year have lost 100 pounds only to find
those pounds again during the same year.
To have a good common sense nutrition
program, one needs to know only a little
about nutrition. Good nutrition is about
carbohydrates, proteins,fats, minerals/vi
tamins and fluids. Understanding what
types of foods fall into each category and
the percentage of how much to eat (on a
daily basis) will go a long way to helping
you have a good nutritional plan. The so
called high protein low carbohydrate or
the high carbohydrate low protein diets
are fads that not only give you short term
weight loss, but can be physically danger
ous. A high protein low carbohydratediet
will show quick weight loss due to water
loss, however, this water loss results in
liver dehydration. Since carbohydrates
are the main food source for the brain, a
low carbohydrate diet will also result in
diminished brain function. A high carbo
hydrate diet can actually add fat to your
body as too many carbohydrates can be
turned into fat.
Most American diets are too high in fat.

In many cases, tire fat comes from hidden
sources or from deceptive advertising. As
an example, some low-fat labels mean that
the percentage of fet in aproduct maybe
small, but the percentage may still be high
in total fat calories. Each gram of fet is
equal to 9 calories. Aproduct maybe only
two percent fet, however, the number of
grams of fet may be 10-100 (90-900 calo
ries offat). A smart ruleof thumb for daily
percentage is carbohydrates 45%-50%,
protein 30%-35%, fat 15%-20%. This
eaten a day. The average individual to
maintain current body weight/percent fet/
percent of lean body mass, should con
sume 2200-2400 calories a day. To lose
weight, theindividual needs to cut back by
400-600 calories a day. The slower the
weight loss, the greater chance tire body
will keep the weight off. There are other
factors involved such as metabolism rate,
exercise and the bodies ability to change
its metabolism rate. These will be dis
cussed at another time.
A scale can be a deceptive tool in
helping an individual with their nutri
tional needs. It does nottellyouhow much
of your body is fat or how much is muscle.
It does not tell you what changes are
actually taking places within your body as
you exercise and eat properly. A good
method is how do you feel and how do your
clothes fit Use a scale sparingly as it can
detract from your motivation Next week
we will talk more about nutrition, the
types of foods to eat and the myths. Until
then, keep up your fitness program, watch
your fat intake and drink plenty of fluids.

Co-rec softball playoff preview:
the latest line
TEAM
Bats N Balls
Doggie Style

ODDS
Even
2-1

Go Deep

5-2

Delta Sigma Pi
Meatloaf

10-1
25-1

Who Came First
Skinny Dippers

40-1
50-1

The Team

99-1

COMMENT
Finally: The complete package.
Defending champion has the horses: If
they put it together..
Has the pieces, but can't put the puzzle
together.
Will get to the semi's but that's all.
Type of team that could pull off an upset,
but don't bet on it.
Too premature to give a chance at the title.
All depends on water temperature - Oh,
wrong sport
Not this one

Recreation update
Ladders - Badminton/Table Tennis

Now that Spring Break is over it is time
to get into our two challenge ladders. If you
haven't signed up, come on up to the sports
center IM Rec office and put your name on
the list. If you are already on the list, make
sure you call an opponent and get your
weekly competition in. Make sure to report
your results to our office so we can update
the ladders weekly.
Red Cross CPR/First Aid Class

Saturday March 26th is the date for our
first CPR/First Aid Class of the semester.
The class is nine hours long (8a.m. -5 p.m.).
Upon successful completion of the course,
you will receive your CPR/First Aid certifi
cation card. The cost of the class is $45.00
including your books. Class size is limited
to 12 students. Sign up deadline is March
21.

offering two classes that are four-weeks
long. Each class meets two days a week
(Mon., Wed.). The swimming skills class
will help you improve all your swimming
strokes It meets from 11:05-12:00. The
swim conditioning class meets from 12:001:00. This class is ideal for those of you who
want to get ready for the summer. It is a
great class to get back into shape for all you
lifeguards/counselors, or for those of you
who want to start a swimming fitness pro
gram. The cost of each class is $45.00.
Registration deadline is Wednesday March
30th.
USD Night at the Gulls Hockey game

Beginning March 21st, you can purchase
your Gulls tickets for the Saturday April 9
Gulls game againstPeoria. This is USD IM/
Rec night out. The tickets are only $5.00 a
piece and we will have a USD section.
Come join us and have a lot of fun. Tickets
Swim Conditioning/Swim Skill Classes will be available at the UC ticket office and
During April, the IM/Rec office will be the IM/Rec office.

Wicked Mondays
Get Wicked

Wicked Ale

$1.75 Pint
$4.75 Lg. Pitche
Miller Draft $1.25 Pint
Spaghetti Dinner $.99
5:30-10:30
e

^

2222 San Diego Ave.
San Diego, CA
543-9767
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Baseball
splits games
over Spring
break
Break, the baseball team traveled to the Grand
Canyon to take on Grand Canyon College.
Staff Writer
The Toreros spilt the two game series, win
ning the first game 6-5. Junior Matt La Belle
picked up the victory.
In the final series of a tough Spring Break,
USD took the series from USF, winning 142 and 2-1, and losing the second game 2-5.
Burgus improved his record to 3-1, winning
The USD baseball improves their record the first game. Saipe picked up his first loss of
to 12-10overall and 3-3in WCC action. USD the season, but has an impressive 5-1 record.
finishes off theSpring Break week taking two In the final game of the series, Freehill lasted
of three games from University of San Fran a full ten innings, picking up the win. Senior
cisco, who won eight ball games last week. Charlie Setzler helped out by hitting a hit a
Earlier in the week the Toreros traveled to one out single in the tenth, bringing home
Grand Canyon, and split the series winning 6- Brady Clark.
5 and losing 5-7. USD also hosted St Mary's
Senior Josh Stepner has extended his hit
in a three game series March 4-5. The Gaels ting streak to ten consecutive games. Mike
took the series two out of three, winning 6-5 Saipe and Larry Williams have been chosen
and 4-2. USD was able to take one game by as nominees for the 1994 Smith award. This
a score of 9-4.
award is given to college baseball's Player of
In the series against St. Mary's, junior the Year selected by National Collegiate
Mike Saipe picked up his fifth victory of the Baseball Writer's Association.
season as the Toreros could only win one out
Tomorrow, USD will begin a three game
of three from the visiting Gaels. In the last series against first place Pepperdine. The 11
game of theseries, senior Mike Freehill lasted a.m. game on Saturday will be televised on
nine and one-thirds of an inning as USD Prime Ticket Friday's game time is 2:30
failed to capture the win.
p.m., while Saturday's double header begins
While the rest of the school was on Spring at 11 a.m.

Southern CAlifoRNiA
CollEqiATE Ruqby
ChAiwpioNship G a m e
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continued from page 16

The second half was as exciting as anyone
in the national TV audience could want. USD
lost the lead initially with nine minutes to go,
but a three point play by senior center Chris
Grant put USD back on top. Pepperdine
regained the lead with 3:25 left, but once
again USD battled back. This time it was a

Harris lay-up and foul shot conversion that
gave the Toreros a one point lead, but
Pepperdine quickly made a lay-up of their
own. Pepperdinenow led by one, but Barnhard
was able to steal the ball and senior forward
Joe Temple took it to the basket. His shot
went in and out, with 20 seconds remaining,
and USD was forced to foul. Pepperdine's
Damin Lopez made both of his shots, and
Fizdale's three-point attempt at the buzzer
fell short. It was an exciting finish to a good
year, and one the departing seniors can be
proud of.
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Now is your chance
to try In-Line skates ..
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Meet at Outdoor Adven
tures and ride the OA
shuttle to the rink. Skates
and pads provided.
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WHERE: Intramural Hockey Rink
WHEN: Today only, 2:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
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Results

Pizza Hut
Athletes of the week

If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to:USD VISTA; do
Sports Editor;5998Alcala Park;
San Diego, CA 92110-2492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, the
event title and some background
of the event. All submissions are
due two weeks prior to publica
tion. The USD VISTA reserves
the right to deny servicing of
press releases.

Men's Golf

Doug Harris had 25 points
against Gonzaga and 20
points against Portland in
WCC tourney

Kristine Smith won both
her doubles and singles
matches against Notre
Dame

Honorable Mention
Brooks Barnhard (basketball), Steve
Brown (golf), Mike Freehill (baseball),
Lucas Haan (rugby)

New Series

The Toreros hosted the USD/
Ashworth Golf Invitational (12
teams, 60 particiapants) at
Stardust Country Club this past
Monday and Tuesday. USD
finished in sixth place with a 54hole total of 921. Steve Brown
was the top finisher for USD,
placing fifteenth overall. Last
week USD finished 7th in the
University Division of the 1994
Southern California Intercolle
giate Golf Champioonships,
played at Torrey Pines South.
Hec Wood and Larry Petryk
were USD's top finishers for
this event, with both shooting
162 for the 36-hole event. On
March 7-8, the Toreros partici
pated in the Cal State Sacra
mento Invitational. USD fin
ished 7th out of thirteen teams.
Hec Wood was the low scorer
for USD finishing in a tie for
thirteenth overall. He shot
rounds of 76-77-78 (231).

Men's Tennis
The US D men's tennis team, with
a record of 8-7, heads to the BlueGray National Collegiate Classic
in Montgomery, Alabama. The
Tournament runs from Thursday
through Saturday. In the past
week USD hosted the 8th ProKennex Tournament, a three day
event with teamsfrom Penn, Yale,
Iowa State, Wichita State, SMU,
Northern Arizona and Pacific.
After wins over Yale, 7-0, and
Iowa State, 5-2, USD dropped a
tough 4-3 decision to SMU in the
championship match on Sunday.
Frederick Axsater won all three
of his single matches over the
weekend to improve his singles
record to 12-6 on the season.

Women's Tennis
The women's tennis team, ranked
26th in the nation and with arecord
of8-3,willhosttheUSD Women's
Tennis Classic this weekend.
Friday's matches include Fresno
State vs. Arkansas (8:30 a.m.),
Pacific vs. Furman (1:30 p.m.)
and Houston vs. UNLV (1:30
p.m.). USD will play at 1:30 p.m.
on Saturday against the winner of
the FresnoState - Arkansas match.
In the past week the Toreros lost
to No.17 Notre Dame, 5-4, but
bounced back to defeat Yale 8-0
on Monday. Against the Fighting
Irish, Kristine Smith (No.3
singles) and Y vonne Doyle (No.4
singles) won their matches. Also
winning were the teams of Kara
Brady - Laura Richards (No.2)
and Smith - Julie Baird (No.3).

Men's basketball
look towards the
future
Mike Tanghe
Sports Co-editor

13
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From the animators
of The Simpsons.
Featuring the voices of
Jason Alexander, Tim Curry,
Nancy Travis and Dweezil Zappa.
With music by Frank Zappa.

USA

Ice)

NETWORK

Saturdays 10:30PH/9:30 Central

The US D men' s basketball team
(7-7, 18-11 overall) finished the
season strong and have many
things to look forward about for
next season. The team ended on a
good note with a second place
finish in the WCC conference tour
ney. The final game was played
before a national TV audience on
ESPN. The Toreros led most of
the game and lost by three to
Pepperdine, who will represent the
conference in the NCAA tourna
ment.
Several individuals were hon
ored for their great seasons. Se
nior forward Brooks Barnhard
(14.0 ppg) was selected to the allconference team. Barnhard led
the conference in three point field
goal percentage, shooting 47.2
percent from behind the line. Se
nior Joe Temple (13.2 ppg) and
junior guard Doug Harris (14.4

ppg) were named honorable men
tion all-conference. Harris and
Barnhard were both recognized
for their outstanding tournament
play by being named to the alltournament team, and freshman
forward Brian Bruso was named
academic all-conference.
USD will graduate four seniors
this year. Chris Grant, Brooks
Barnhard, Neal Meyer, and Joe
Temple all had excellent careers at
USD. Although they will be
missed, the future looks bright for
the Toreros. There is a strong core
of youngsters, featuring sopho
mores David Fizdale and Sean
Flannery and freshman Brian
Bruso and James Black, who will
look for the leadership of Doug
Harris to carry USD next year.
Other potential contributors in
clude freshman Rocco Raffo and
Andre Speech. Look for the
Toreros to improve upon this
season's record, and for the pro
gram to gain morerecognition with
scheduled games against top teams
such as Kansas and Notre Dame.
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USD rolls over UCSD, 79-0
Will face Loyola in
championship
Jeff Charles
Sports Co-Editor

The rugby team has an opportunity this weekend to win
the Southern California Collegiate championship Sunday,
March 20, at 1 p.m. on the West Point Rugby Pitch. After
tying UC Irvine last week and disposing of UCSD 79-0, USD
has put itself in a position to win it all against a strong Loyola
team. Both the first and second sides for USD are undefeated
going into the final game of the season.
USD's game versus UC Irvine last week was supposedly
for the Southern California Collegiate championship. Both
teams were undefeated and it was a rematch of last years
championship, in which USD prevailed. Instead , a tie left
both teams in limboand Loyola with an opportunity to step in
and spoil everything.
USD began its game against UC Irvine with the kind of
intensity that it takes to win a championship. Two penalty
kicks by Scott Lee and a try by Pete "fuzzy" Muzzy gave USD
a 13-0 halftime lead. Irvine made a penalty kick that put them
on the board, but Lucas Haan scored from 30 meters, giving
USD a 20-3 lead.
With the game clearly in hand, USD began to make costly
mistakes. Poor tackling and penalties allowed UC Irvine to
slowly creep back intothe game. Irvine scored two trys in the
final 20 minutes of the game, making the score 20-17 with
seconds remaining. One last costly penalty allowed UC
Irvine to tie the game with no time remaining. The final was
20-20.
"We got too confident", said USD fullback Cliff Miller,
"that combined with crucial penalties at crucial moments in
the game allowed Irvine back in."

Mike Murphy (with ball) finds a gap in USD's victory over UCSD
The USD Bulls were able to salvage the rest of the day by
spanking Irvine's second team 42-14. Trys were scored by
Kevin "stringbok" Barrett (2), Martin Small, Dave "pap
smear" Polish, and Tim Antongiovanni(2). BradSchulerand
Matt Fripp kicked for USD.
Saturday's game against UCSD was ugly. The 79-0 win
for USD reflected a combination of flashy play, determina
tion and a weak opponent. Miller scored three trys, Lee had
two as did Muzzy and Haan. Other scorers for USD include
Mike Henry, Dave Buether and Aaron Pingel.

The Bulls remained undefeated by beating UCSD's first
team 12-0. Brad Schuler and Grant Gallagher scored trys for
USD and Schuler kicked the conversion.
Loyola was able to defeat UC Irvine 29-13, propelling the
Lions to 4-0 in league and a meeting with USD (4-0-1) for the
championship. This should bean exciting match-up featuring
some of the best rugby the collegiate division has to offer.
Kickoff is at 1 p.m. on Sunday at the West Point Rugby Pitch.
Come out, show your support and make some noise as USD
attempts to win back to back championships.

Toreros make it to finals
in WCC tourney
Miss NCAA bid by
three points
Mike Tanghe
Sports Co-Editor

Doug Harris(21) had 25 points in
USD's victory over Gonzaga

The USD men's basketball team finished their season by
falling just short of winning the West Coast Conference
tournament. Pepperdine defeated the Toreros 56-53 in the
championship game. USD had advanced to the title game by
triumphing over Portland, 63-57, in the first round and
Gonzaga, 83-75, in the semi-finals.
USD, seeded No.4, faced fifth seeded Portland Saturday
afternoon. The game saw the Toreros fall behind early, with
Portland opening up a 13 point lead midway through the first
half. Then senior forward Brooks Barnhard hit a three- point
jumper that seemed to ignite USD, with junior guard Doug
Harris and freshman forward Brian Bruso contributing free
throws that helped cut the lead to one at the half.
The Toreros took a little time to establish themselves in the
second half, but three-pointers by Harris and sophomore

forward Sean Flannery putUSD up by five early on. Portland
went up by one with thirteen minutesgone by, but a Barnhard
lay-up a minute later gave USD a lead they would not
relinquish. Sophomore guard David Fizdale nailed four free
throws in the final minute to assure Portland's early trip
home.
The following night USD was matched up against Gonzaga,
the top seed in the tournament. USD had the tournament
seeders scratching their heads as they came out on fire,
shooting 60 percent from the field and converting on all eight
of their free throw attempts. This hot shooting propelled the
Toreros to an 18 point lead at the half.
Whatever was said in the Gonzaga locker room had no
apparent effect on them as USD never gave up their lead.
Harris had 25 points, sending the Bulldogs to the kennel.
The win put USD in the finals against Pepperdine, with a
trip to the NCAA's at stake for the winner. USD had lost
twice in the regular season to Pepperdine, and was hoping to
reverse the trend.
The Toreros kept up their tremendous first half play. Paced
by Barnhard's nine points and nine rebounds, USD never
trailed. Senior forward Neal Meyer came off the bench to hit
two threes, and USD led by eight at the half.
see HOOPS on page 14

Prepare for the Spine-tingling Excitement of the...
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Know the Superunknown
that puts AC/DC to shame.
The band's growth is seen in its
willingness to record songs that
don't "sound" like Soundgarden
songs. The strongest songs on the
album
are ones that possibly were
At some point in their career,
Seattle's Soundgarden was tagged initially meant as a Chris Cornell
with the god-awful label "grunge." solo album or material for bassist
The record industry is partly to Ben Shepard's side project, Hater.
blame for the use of this marketing But, these songs weren't recorded
phrase in an effort to promote the as side projects—they appear inall
magnificence
on
band's unique sound, but their
Soundgarden didn't help matters Superunknown.
"Head Down," written by
much by releasing Badmotorfinger,
a work deep-rooted in distorted Shepard, has been called
guitar sounds and voxman Chris "Beatlesque" by press releases and
other reviewers, but that doesn't do
Cornell's trademark wail.
Their fourth album, the song justice. "Head Down" is
Superunknown,destroys the grunge brilliant and could be Sondgarden 's
moniker Soundgarden has borne very own "Stairway To Heaven."
over the past couple of years. The The ballad begins with an acoustic
album is simply magnificent and guitar strumming innocendy, then
shows amazing musical growth — slowly builds into a wall of eerie
the kind of growth that can only be guitar sounds and percussion.
accomplished after years of experi Cornell restrains his voice to a whis
ence. Superunkown marks a new per and ingeniously conveys a sense
era for Soundgarden, one of sonic of loneliness that really connects
experimetation and deviation from with the great big black heart in
their traditional heavy rock, sub- everyone.
"Black Hole Sun" and "Fell on
Sabbath bombast.
This doesn't mean Soundgarden Black Days" are companion pieces
has become a nouveau-Bauhaus. to Cornell's effort on the"Singles"
That would be the furthest thing soundtrack, "Seasons." Both songs
from the truth. Some of the stron are moody, angst-ridden slowgest tracks on Superunknown are tempo dirges that float in and out of
balls-out rock anthems a la Spinal the listener's ears without leaving
Tap. "Let Me Drown," the album's that pesky "grunge" residue. "Half'
opener, is a sheer heart attack that ventures straight into the
pummels the listener with a riff that superunknown with violas, cellos
won't die. "Mailman" and and Shepard's lead vocal whichcan
"Kickstand" continue in this vein of only be described as amazing.
Guitarist Kim Thayill's paw
never-ending pure melodic noise

Soundgarden
Superunknown
A&M

SOUNDGARDEN

Discography
• Screaming Life EP (Sub Pop 1987)
Soundgarden's first release defined in a new pHBj|p||^jj||
era in w hat came to be known as the Seattle

• Fopp EP (Sub Pop 1988)
This release features a cover of Seattle's
original Green River anthem "Swallow My

'•*
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• Lltramega OK LP (SST 1988)
Soundgarden's first full length album on
seminal punk label SST. then home of Bad Brains and Henry
Rollins' influential punk group Black Flag.

• Flower 12" (SST 1989)
* .*
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|

The only single from "Ultramega OK"
features the mega-dirge "Toy Box."

• Louder Than Love LP (A&M
1989)

I

Soundgarden's major label debut went
virtually unnoticed when it first came out.
The Japanese import feature a cover of the
Beatle's "Come Together." Alter this
^^'
album, original bassist Hiro Yamamolo
left the group.

• Badmotorfinger LP (A&M
1991)
The breakthrough album which forever
————| deemed the

s
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"kingpins
of Grunge."
••••••••••
Subsequent pressings featured the EP
"SOMMS," a collection of covers.

• Superunkown LP (A&M
1994) ^

is definitely the band's best work.

Side projects
and other
stuff
• "HIV Babv"/ "Room A Thousand Years Wide"
7" (Sub Pop 1990)
"HIV Baby" also appeared on the "Bom To Choose"
compilation in 1993.

• "Singles - Original Motion
Picture Soundtrack" LP ( Epic
1
Soundtrax 1992)
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In addition to "Birth Ritual." Chris
Cornell debuted his solo ballad
"Seasons.

>

•"Hater" LP (A&M 1993)

•
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Bassist Ben Shepard's mega-blues band features Matt
Cameron on drums and a Cat Stevens cover.

t
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Joey Santos

violin in some songs penetrates the typical American rock expectations (Nirvana excepted). How ever, it is not so uncommon in British rock. It is
too easy to select possible modern influences in
Mine like P.J. Harvey in"Remember the Years,"
Siouxie and the Banshees in "Need," Belly in
"Already There" and the Cure (yuk!) in "The
Blame." Highlightssuchas "Bad Child's Dolly"
and "Take You There" are probably the best
executed on the album. The majority of the
songs are produced well with a few exceptions
and though Mine may impersonate many other
musical artists' sounds, The Glee Club still ranks
up as one of the finer bands that have come out
of 4AD.
_ Ch|.js WoQ
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seems restrained on this record, but
this is a good thing. He doesn't
overdistort his brilliant fingering
and skill with needless feedback.
Instead, he lets his music breathe,
live and command Soundgarden's
sonic assault. Matt Cameron's per
cussion skills extend way beyond
the 4/4 thud of regular rock groups
and transcends the norm. He truly
shines on the first single
"Spoonman" and seems to be the
lead contender as heir to John
Bonham's throne.
Cornell is the lyricist in music
today. His lyrics have moved from
merely brilliant to sheer genius.
Sample lyrics are meaningless; the
only way the reader can truly under
stand how amazing Cornell is,
would be to buy the album for them
selves.
Pearl Jam may be the most im
portant band in the world, but
Soundgarden will definitely be the
most influential. Superunknown
extends into an area of creativeness
that rivals anything released by
their rock music contemporaries.
Superunkown
could
be
Soundgarden's Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Heart's Club Band or Led
Zeppelin IV. The world will not
fully understand how important
Superunknown is until one of the
members of the group dies or this
generation starts having children.
Soundgarden have left the build
ing. Make sure you go with them.

Hey Jerkey!
The Glee Club
Mine
4AD
4AD has an infamous complexion of putting out soft,
slushy, yet more than able musician's records. From Red
House Painters to Lush, the record label, originally sta
tioned in Britain, is best known for putting out "British
Rock" which means absolutely nothing descriptively.
British rock is the rivalry of none other than stank 'ol
American grunge — staking quarrels with bands like
Suede and The Jesus and Mary Chain. The formula for
British rock has been stereotypically described as soft,
visceral, mysterious, clean and metallic (not heavy metal)
guitar picks and using vocal echo or reverb that is some
times mistaken for sonar or sea mammals.
The Glee Club does not deviate from any of these
conventions of British rock. Vocalist Joanne Lughman's
are issecond to only Siouxie Sioux, sounding younger and
even sometimes better than Siouxie. Quality and original
ity of the music suffer through the predictable formula of
music. The ability for The Glee Club to play that music is
above average. And making the attempt to incorporate a

So,

tkink you know

a I of obouf music/ KwU?

Well, the Outlook entertainment God
himself (Yours truly) extends .r s
challenge to you. Aswer the following
questions correctly, and I'" give you a
tree CD or movie pass.
1) What's your name?
2) What year are you?
3) What is the name of the
band whose debut album was
called "Just Another Band
FromEast L.A."
Simple, huh? Ftere's the catch — you
have to write the answers on a piece
ot paprer, along with a comment about
your favorite thing about Outlook, and
bring it by the VISTA office UC114b)
and stick it in the box marked "Music/
Concerts." The VISTA God will then do
a random drawing thing to determine a
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Come to the cabaret
If you would like to include
your event inthis box,send typed
information to: USD VISTA; c)o
Outlook Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 92J102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, the
event title and some background
on the event.All submissionsare
due two weeks prior to publica
tion. The USD VISTA reserves
the right to edit press releases
for clairity and space.

Jacques Brel is Alive and
Well and Living in Paris
March 23 through March 27
Shilcy Theater
8 p.m. nightly
S7 general admission
S5 student admission

Tricla Paulicano
Special to Vista
The Undergraduate Theater
Arts Program at USD presents the
musical, "Jacques Brel is Alive
and Well and Living in Paris," its
first in over five years. "Jacques
Brel," inspired by the actual singer/
songwriter whoco-wrote "The Im
possible Dream," will run March
23 through 27 in Shiley Theater.
"Jacques Brel" is a 23 song col
lection of vignettes. The musical is
set in 1940s Paris, and mirrors
Brel's life as he searched for his
true musical voice in underground
French cafes.
The show's cast features eight
students; Jason Ligon, Ben
Mendoza, Danny Slavin, Michael
Hailing, Jennifer Hollar, Colleen
Geis, Christina Robertson, and
Laura Lee Juliano.
In addition to the student en
semble, the musical will boasta sixmember, on-stage cabaret band. The
band includesstudents Adrian Bubb
(violin), Todd Moran (percussion),
and Kristy Peterson (electric piano),
as well as professional musicians

compiled by Chris Woo
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twise from top): Michael
Hailing, Jason Ligon, Christina Robinson, Benjamin
Mendoza, Jennifer Hollar and Colleen Geis
Jim Davies (Guitar) and Rick Wat
tling (bass).
Marilyn Bennet, coordinator of
the theater department, is the
production's stage director. Bennet
was assisted by choreographer
Marilyn Green and musical direc
tor/pianist Jack Lasher.
Brel's music has failed to find an
audience in the States, but he is

extremely popular in his native
country. His music is renowned for
invoking wit and cynicism while
maintaining a splashy cabaret ap
peal. The stage production should
successfully bring Brel's character
and apt talent of colorful observa
tion of the world to Shiley Theater.
For information on tickets, call
260-4600.

Four's a
crowd
Crowded House w / Sheryl Crow
Saturday, March 19
Sprccklc's Theater
7:30 p.m.

Matt Morgan
Staff writer

C R O W D E D

The eclectic New Zealand quartet Crowded House
wants to find some space in San Diego, and the space
they've found is the Spreckels Theatre on March 19th.
Crowded House is touring in support of their fourth
album, Together Alone, and doubtless hopes that this
will be the one to win them the hearts of America.
Crowded House just got more crowded. Vocalist/
guitarist Neil Finn, bassist Nick Seymour and drum
mer Paul Hester are now joined by second guitarist
Mark Hart.
Crowded House hasn't yet caught on here to the
extent they have in Europe or Australia. Many people
on these shores probably remember "Don't Dream It's
Over," the 1986 breakthrough hit from the band's selftitled debut album.
At any rate, Crowded House has been faithfully
plugging away at the coveted American radio market
for almost a decade now, still hoping for thatone single
that would make the Americans aware of their exist
ence.
The album Crowded House also yielded hits of
some calibre with "Something So Strong," "World
Where You Live" and "Hole In the River."
The band's second album,Temple of Low Men,
came out in 1988 and again gained momentary atten
tion for the song "Better Be Home Soon," but it soon

H O U S E

faded into obscurity like its more successful predeces
sor.
1991 saw the release of Woodface and the addition
of Tim Finn to the band lineup. The album boasted the
single "Chocolate Cake," but met with the same fate as
its priors.
Together Alone could change things, however. It
has been garnering good reviews from critics.The first
single, "Locked Out," has been received some rotation
on MTV as well as on the soundtrack to the Winona
Ryder film "Reality Bites."
Together Alone is a change of direction for the band.
It has more of an edge to it than its predecessors, but the
change is not too extreme. The album still maintains
the band's trademark carnivalesque sound and Finn's
crafty lyrical games.
The fact that Crowded House remains in relative
obscurity here is a shame because some people clearly
don't know what they are missing. The band's shows
are famous for their comedic interludes and any num
ber of unexpected surprises.
New guitarist Mark Hart has proved his worth on
disc, and has a long history of invention with the band
in their live shows. Sheryl Crow opens the show.
Tickets are available through TicketMaster, and
showtime is 7:30 p.m.

A Celebration of the Feast of
Saint Patrick: The USD com
munity will celebrate the
Patrick's feast day with a Mass
in Latin from the Novus Ordo
text approved by the Second
Vatican Council. Students, staff
and faculty are invited to par
ticipate in this special celebra
tion in honorof everyone's"pa
tron saint" Founders Chapel,
12:15 pan.,call Campus Minis
try at 260-4735.

atre presents Jar the Floor. Di
rected by Tazewell Thompson in
hiscompany debut CassiusCarter
Centre Stage of the Simon Edison
Centre for the Performing Arts,
four low-cost preview shows be
gin March 16, $23-534, call 2392255.
Brother Cane, Dream Street,
2228 Bacon street, Ocean Beach,
8:30 p.m., $10, call (619) 278TIXS or Dream Street box office.
The Los Angeles Children's
Chorus: Known for tbeir vitality
of tone and excellence in diction,
they will present selections span
ning the centuries. Sl James by
the Sea in La Jofla, 4 p.m., $8/54,
call 459-3421.
Cephas and Wiggins: Serving
up a slice of musical history with
a batch of bonafideblues.Califor
nia Center for the Arts in
Escondito, 8 p.m., $18, call 7384138.

SUNDAY, March 20
Christo and Jeanne-Claude
Christo: Sherwood Auditorium
at the Museum of Contemporary
Art, 7 p.m., S4, call 544-1482.

Eighth Annual "Cabaret Sup
per": The friends of the UCSD
sters w/Freddy Jones: Belly Theatre will be hosting this sup
Up, 8:30 pan,, $15, call 481- per which will include a catered
dinner and entertainment by the
8140.
1994 graduating class of UCSD's
Professional TheatreTraining Program, Proceeds will benefit the
FRIDAY, March 18
Friends Scholarship Fund for foe
Future Visions 2: Computer Department of Theatre. Mandell
animation returns to Sat Diego WeissTheatre UCSD, 6p.m.,$75,
as a "computer animation cel call 534-3793.
ebration." The film features
award-winning computer ani
MONDAY, March 21
mation shots using the latest in
colorful graphic imagery.
Reuben H. Fleet Space Theater Larry Coryell Quartet w/Naand Science Center,daily screen ked To The World: Belly Up, 9
ings through May 1, $7.50/56/ p.m., $11, call 481-8140.
55, call 238-1233.
Carcass w/PitcbShifter: World
Beat Center, 8 pjn., $10, call
296-9334 or 278-71XS.
Christo and Jeanne-Claude
Christo: Centro Cultural
Tijuana, 7 p.m., free, call 4547166 or 544-1482.

SATURDAY, March 19
Crowded House w/Sheryi
Crow: Spreckels Theatre, 8
pan, $22.56^1730, call 278-

Used Book Sale: The San Di
ego Public Library will hold a
used book sale. Proceeds will
benefit the Central Library and
all branches. Hardback books
are $1 and paperbacks are four
for $1. University Heights
Branch Library, 9 a.m. -4 pan.,

WEDNESDAY, March 23

"Jacques Brel": The first musi
cal production in over five years
at USD.The cabaret-style perfor
mance is adapted from foe music
of contemporary French composer
Jaques Brel. Theperfbrmance fea
tures 23 of his most compelling
songs. Shiley TheatreUSD,8 p.m.,
$7/$5,call260-4600ext 4901for
tickets or the Fine Arts office at

260-2280.

Spinaoes w/Heaveas to Betsy
and Excuse 17:Casbah,8:30pjn.,
$7, call 232-4355.

Iguanas: Belly Up, 9 p.m.,'57,
call 481-8140.
Songs of My People, Presented
byJobn M> and Sally B. Thornton
Rotunda,
19-May l,caflfraprices,cafl232-

ortrmmuifiiriWAiiwt mil frfr*
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Four broken strings
Singer Melissa Ferrick
finds success in simplicity
Joey Santos
Entertainment Editor
Singer Melissa Ferrick walked outside
Tower Records on Sports Arena Boulevard
last Thursday, guitar in one hand, her soul in
the other. She has been touring the U.S. for
over six months and doing in-store record
store appearances for the past few weeks
with Lemonheads front man, Evan Dando.
She looked frail and tired, but walked to the
small pink stage with confidence, getting
ready to perform songs from her beautiful
Atlantic debut, Massive Blur.
The small audience gathered at the foot of
the speakers listened politely as Ferrick pro
ceeded to win them over with her strippeddown collection of ballads that walk the fine
line between rock and folk music. Her work
has been compared to the sounds of the
Indigo Girls, Melissa Ethridgeand Liz Phair,
but after watching Ferrick perform, it's ap
parent she's on a different plane than the
artists to whom she's frequently compared.
Ferrick spoke softly in introducing "Blue
Sky Night," a mid-tempo song about love
and innocence. But when shestarted singing,
her voice was no longer soft, it commanded
the listeners' attention and was hypnotic.
But, in the middle of this emotional perfor
mance, the worst of worst happened—Ferrick
broke a string. She smiled nervously and
smiled.
"This always happens. I break four strings
a show," Ferrick announced. She grabbed
her back-up guitar and started over.
Just as she had four years before.
Ferrick grew up in the small, blue collar
community of Ipswich, north of Boston. She
grew up learning two musical instruments,
the trumpet and violin. She eventually fo-

«

cused on developing her trumpet skills in high
school and found success. In her senior year in
high school, she was invited to play with a
Youth Wind Ensemble in China. The en
semble was an extension of the New England
Conservatory, a prestigious national estab
lishment that produces great classical musi
cians.
In the meantime, Ferrick started experi
menting with poetry. A self-described"floater"
in high school, she bounced around from
group to group. She was friends with the
cheerleaders as wellas "the art groupie people."
After high school, Ferrick attended the
Berklee College of Music in Boston to further
her trumpet skills. But soon she discovered a
new instrument — the guitar. Her musical
focus switched and she found her true calling.
School quickly became a distraction and
Ferrick found her self intensely playing her
instrument "locked away in my dorm room."
Two years passed and Ferrick found herself
starting her life over, playing in New York
coffee houses. Success came fast, and without
even being signed, she landed the opening slot
on Morrisey's U.S. and European tours.
The tour was a learning experience for
Ferrick and after a flood of record offers from
major and independent labels, she decided to
sign with Atlantic Records'. Massive Blur is a
product of Ferrick's willingness to learn, ex
periment and grow.
She admitted that hearing the finished prod
uct on her CD player was "weird" at first, but
she wasextremely happy with the production.
Ferrick had creative control on every aspect of
the album, right down to the cover art and
production.
Ferrick didn't realize how emotionally re
vealing the work was until the music press
started asking her why she was so bitter about

love and relationships. When she recorded her album, Ferrick didn't
realize how introspective it was. But after fielding an influx of
relationship questions, she listened to the album again and saw the
press' observations were correct.
Ferrick's lyrics are extremely poignant—very straightforward and
direct. "Sometimes the simplest way to say something is to just say it,"
Ferrick said.
Her method to writing is extremely simple. She never works on
something for more than 10 minutes. The best songs for her are those
that come automatically.
"Writing is like throwing up all over the pages. Sometimes it's
chunky, and sometimes it's not," Ferrick explained.
"Sometimes I'll wake up and just write the first
line," Ferrick said. She said that the song, "Mas
sive Blur," was written in a state like this, after an
extremely emotional time in her life, when she
caught her sister kissing her then-boyfriend.
Extreme emotions are nothing new to Ferrick.
She confronts them on an every-day basis. She
continually finds herself angry, upset and alone.
She admits to having only two really true friends
in the world.
Love is one of those sources of frustration. She
said most of Massive Blur is about the confusion
that love breeds, loving someone who hurts you,
who doesn't understand. Ferrick admits most of
her songs deal with the insecurity, the pain that
occurs in becoming a man or woman, the frustra
tion that arises from "trying to incorporate another
person into your life" and the feeling of "wanting
love, wanting to attain that immediate satisfac
tion" in one's life.
Ferrick has the talent to connect with everyone
on some level. Massive Blur has picked up sales in
the thousands since Ferrick started touring.
Four broken strings after her first song, Ferrick
finished her set outside Tower Records. The audi
ence clapped politely and waited anxously for
Evan Dando to appear. Ferrick diappeared into the
store and I waited aboutl5 minutes for her to
reappear outside. She had a video camera in hand
and was trying to tape Dandoas he was mobbed by
the countless teenage girls around him.
Ferrick smiled and lit a cigarette. I was intro
duced to her by her tour manager and bass player,
MarikaTjelios (one of her true friends). She smiled
and looked at me with her shocking ocean blue
eyes. I was speechless and thankful 1 connected
with someone so cool.
It is so easy to think of musical artists in this
MTV age as symbols or images, but Ferrick is
flesh and blood and is extremely beautiful.

^ometimes the simplest
way to say
something,
is to just
say it

Melissa Ferrick
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The room was filled with nonentities,
front of me, clear as crystal.
smoking their Camel Lights furiou^^lifce
i move toward the beautiful, black Noth
hungry infants that feed off tf^n'mothers'
ingness and realize Thel was a diversion - a
W
breasts. The smell of alcohol bujoetfltty
manifestation of the Vales of Har within my
nose and my though were in thehere, in the
mind. It's time to move on, time to move on.
now, amongst tbis congregation of lonely
There can be no more peaceful words,
souls in Guess jeans grid Gap chokers.
there can be no more lamentations, there
i made myAvay to the front of the room
Walking among dismembered memories, And it all makes sense - the shaved bodies, will be no more Walls.
with a poem in one hand and perfection in i find myself tn iflaher Hall sitting up lateone the flowers devouring each other, everything
i scream in ecstasy and pain. The Revolu
the other - perfection in the forni of a love s night waidng fpr a friend to return from a makes perfect sense.
tion will begin today and it will not be
song. Theirifeyesijhoved over me, groped raC party. It|tas§2 |Lm. About two weeks ago. i
There is Sanity in Insanity.
televised.
as i clumsily made my ..way to the stage. tossed and;iiu#ied and heard nothing but
Children scream beyond the Wall...
In my mental stupor, i had not noticed one
Bright lights blinded rny eyes as-1 : stood noise coming from down the Hall, i sprung
i stand in front of my captive audience and of the beautiful people followed me out of
before theth. It w|s hard to see each of their out of bed |nd realized the noise was Pink read the last lines of my poem. There is thirty the cafe. She witnessed the meeting between
individual ifaces- they all ldokedlikecrushed Floyd - 'T&yThin Ice."
seconds of dead silence and then sparse ap the Demon and i, but continued to follow
strawberries... onc-piassiie Wall.
If you wanttyjind out what's behind these plause. i exit the room as soon as i can for i am me. She wanted to talk, needed to speak to
Children.scream bcydruf the Wall...
cold eyes, youlH.just have to claw your way in no shape to try to communicate with any me. As i stumbled and fell, she called my
Like soritp mad ventriloquist, i began through this disguise...
one at that moment. People stare and continue name and caught me as i was hurtled back to
speaking, reading a poem, the diatribe i had
my eyes were operii: i put my. boots on, and to visually grope me as i make my quiet this dimension.
written in a daze,adaze:thduced by insom reached into thcAntyetu Gahcry.to retrieve departure.
,
"This may not be the proper time or place,
nia and loneliness and rage and too much my favorite face, i toft my room,arid began to
i turn around and see the specter of Thel she whispers.
self-induced self-pity and 1amentatiotjs over walk down the HalL '
over their heads weeping and i realize i have
Her Voice is unclear, i'm still a million
the specter of Thcl that has dominated iTfy
i came to a Door, i went inside and found truly crossed the line between Genius and miles away.
waking hours for the longest time.
Him, one of the beautiful people, in the fetal Insanity.
"It's OK," she says. The Angel takes me
There i was, perform ingjn front of people position on the floor. Beerbottles surrounded.!
Outside the cafe, the fog is thick and i hear
in her arms and holds
who seemed to be lost at my every word. Him and smj% rose froiih afrashtrayjh frpnf
me. In that moment,
Eyeglasses were adjustedfbodies squirmed
you see me everyday, but know not zvfw i am. i live the Demon tempo
in piastre seats, thought| wandered and i u^andTrcaiized He too was«t the Abstract!
rarily fleesand leaves
was sqreaming like an inane madman about Oniy.Hisfneans <)fgeubBg there w£s induced'4:
in shadozvs built by ignorance and fear, i am lowly, my mind. The Angel
Demobs and Angels. f
by the Pathway of the-Ancients.
/
compliments me,
i am nothing yet everything, i wander through the
i was an ethereal Kafldke machiaeiJGnff * In His chemically induced state, Re gurgled
thanks me for my po
habbs trying to
inste^.-of singing Blondie's "The Tide is and cooed and His eyes wgre fixated on the
etry, the Art which
High"o|tbeVillage People's "Macho Man," TV screen. Hi$%^;|pcked on Blue, on
find meaning in
has in some way
i've just channeled the mad balladry of children falling intqjpat grinders, on The
touched her soul.
the meaningless,
William Blifcg, Nobody knows what the Wall. He laughed:.and asked if i wanted to
i realize the Ab
hell is going on^not even me.
i
am
an
anomaly
stract
and Concrete
/
Note: this is my warped perception of
ilt^lized i a|~Ci^y had.
have
momentarily
anddo not fit in.
Cafe Asylum. Nevfef mtfid 'the pretense. , • No words wettefpoken. There was just us,
become one. And her
Bear with me and try to hang as.
the beautiful person and myself, amongst
Touch becomes the
i continued to spew my sick and twisted wavering dorm rodfis and the gelid night air.
most real thing i've
and meaningless tripe and everyone lis Fleeing from realitif yia the Mortuary - within someone calling my name, i turn to face the ever known, i feel like crying, but there are
tened and everyone didn't listen, i'm blasted the Abstract, i l^ok into His eyes and see a Voice and see Him.
no tears.
away, my Poetry transcends the Concrete, small child behind the stubble on His chin.
The Demon smiles and says sweetly, "I
Children scream beyond the Wall...
and takes me along with it. Once again, into We continue watclmg the monitor and both will never harm you. Time to go, young one,
Children, scream no more.
the Abstract.
touch Waters and Gilmore and their Genius. there is much work to be done." He stands in
Note: i am the Catcher in the Rye.
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Hardin's

Idiotic

Top Seven
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/
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Reasons to wear green on St. Patrick's Day
7) So you don't get pinched, you nitwit!

Sense

Help Hardin!

I have a small problem. It happens
every year during this spring season;
people think I resemble an Irish
Leprechaun. Just because I am only 3
feet tall and have red hair with a
complimenting red beard and tend to
break out into song and dance when the
urge arrives does not give people the
right to catch me and hold me hostage
until I reveal the whereabouts of the
golden treasure. The fact that I promote
a children's cereal with pink hearts,
yellow moons, orange stars, purple
horse shoes and green clovers does not
help either. Please let people know that
I'm tired of all this #$@A%&* crap.
Just leave me alone!!

IfcsSb Hatty's Day I'mgoing
to put a green gfrt&Qe potato
in a jar and charge admission
for peopk to come see my /
Leprechaun in a jar!

6) You can pass off your moldy shirts as sticking with the theme day
5) It will compliment your multiple pitchers of green beer
4) To hide your food stains derived from Nico's guacamole
3) To pretend you're Kermit hunting for the perfect Miss Piggy
2) To match your "green gills"
^) It's a good excuse to show people how horny you really are!!

Pancho & Luke

by Esteban del Ric
foU IdArP -fa

AN LPd nte size
Of
idATEZm&lty
Joc,rrt>
if//

Sincerely,
Unlucky Lucky

pm
THfrr jF
fe&p/e mxp AfjyrH-ihib
THF SIZF OF viAreRmeitri
Lpr TH£y*i
/Kl.
;g~

Dearest Lucky,
Get a life and live with it!! You and
your marshmellows make me sick.
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T |he sky was hazy above the crowd gathered at
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Mariner's Point last week. There was a slight
chance of rain, but that didn't stop the Festival
Beach Odyssey '94 or MTV from filming its Spring
Break special. The footage fimed from March 8
through 14 will air starting tomorrow on the 24
hour video network.
'The Jon Stewart Show," MTV's answer to late-night talk shows, was filmed on Thursday, March 10. There was about
1000 people, both spectators and press, gathered to witness the event which featured actors Cuba Gooding Jr. and Marlon
Wayans, Boston's pride and joy, the Lemonheads and San Diego's own Rocket From the Crypt.
The taping lasted about three hours. The cameras hung over the audience gathered in front of the stage (dubbed "The
Pit" by MTV staffers) and undoubtedly made the mid-size crowd seem gigantic. The crew filmed two shows in multiple
10-minute segments, as well as filming some promotional ads for the network.
Stewart was his comedic self as he interviewed his special guests. On the first show, Cuba Gooding Jr. talked about his
new movie, "Lightning Jack," which also features "Crocodile Dundee" himself, Paul Hogan. Gooding also revealed that
he was one of Lionel Ritchie's break dancers in the 1984 Olympic opening ceremonies. Gooding proceeded to remove
his shirt and break dance in front of the cheering throng.
The Lemonheads were next and wowed the crowd with its extremely catchy alterna-pop sound. Evan Dando was
sporting a new haircut (a 'do similiar to Sinead O'Connor's) which disappointed a few of the teenage groupies that were
in attendance. In any case, the band pranced through a triad of their Top 40 hits — "Big Gay Heart," "Into Your Arms,"
and 'The Great Big No."
After an hour wait, the crew filmed the second show which featured the youngest of the Wayans family, Marlon. Wayans
talked about his upcoming projects and growing up with older brothers Keenan Ivory and Damon.
Stewart then staged a "Battle of the Classic Network Stars," which pitted the Brady kids, Peter and Cindy (Peter Knight
and Cindy Olsen) against Eddie from 'The Courtship of Eddie's Father" and the lovable Rerun from"What'sHappening!"
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ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT

Speedo's army mobilizes
A Rocket From The Crypt update
San Diego's very own /Vlirvana,, Rocket from Tke Crypt/
triumphantly returned to their native soil in February/ with a
strong performance, at the World Beat Center. RFTC has
been on a nation wide tour the past six months with a veritable
cornucopia of rather unique bands/ such as the Crifters/ '68

Comeback/ Rodati artd Deadbolt.
RFTC's sophomore effort, "Circa: Now!," has been out for over a
year. Initially, the album was on the local indie label, Cargo/Headhunter ancf then rereleasedon the Atlantic subsidary, Interscope. Their
pigger," is a favorite on
"Alternative
band gain long-overdue
I exposure.
pring Break taping,
crowd. Despite the overt
proved oncaagain j&yare
sure^^fefldl^yra powi
•yenflyie'iMiWm&s.
mtil

MTV on pageK
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Jon Stewart welcomes the ausience to his show. The
comedian has received good ratings since his show
debuted last fall.

1

The Lemonheads were the featured rock act on the first show. The crowd cheered
as Dando and company ran through a brief three song set.

Th\& B£APH

pie offmontns ar&Will re
1 currentljftiave three seven-inch sinp^pa^ie|| (fie of
which is ofi the indie jfrbel, Sympathy for the Rec^fftdiistr\%i|l one
on Merge records. Tie Merge seven inch featuresr*»irdman," f new
version of their song "Flip The Bird," which originally appeared on a
Sub Pop single.
f
Reis seemed extremely excited about the tour and the success his
band has been experiencing as of late. He said the six-month trek went
well and he didn't view the experience as merely supporting "Circa:
Now!"
Reis also revealed, "The MTV people have been great." He and his
bandmates didn't seem to mind the glitz that wentalong with perform
ing on the network. He hopes their appearance on "The Jon Stewart
Show" will help (and not hurt) the band on its road to success.
RFTC is truly amazing. Their new songs (especially the enjoyably
chaotic "UFO UFO UFO") show a definite development in their
sound. The band only seems to be getting better live — their World
Beat appearance was just short of brilliant With their directness and
desire, Rocket From The Crypt will undoubtedly acheive the national
attention and praise it rightly deserves.
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Jon Stewart's unique sidekick Howard proved
to be the charasmatic soul he appears to be on
the tube. Here, he does his very best "Where's
Waldo" imitation.

The crowd of people gathered in front of the stage wait for nearly an hour in between
tapings. The crowd seemed to be more more apathatic than anything else. When Rocket
finally took the stage, a glimmer of excitement filled their eyes.

Circa: SpringBreak 1994! (from left to right): NJD.
Spee^o,-and Petey X.
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A South Pacific travel log
Stephanie Sullivan
Special to the VISTA
Imagining a typical summer va
cation, I pictured going to the Car
ibbean, Mexico Jamaica or some
other well-known hotspot, but when
my parents told me we were going
to the Philippines, I hardly knew
what to expect. My parents, my
brother and I landed in the capital of
Manila, only torealize that we would
be sweating for the next two weeks
because of the extreme heat. The
main airport was roofless and was
probably over 100 hundred degrees
when we arrived. Other than the
uncomfortable temperatures, it was
an extremely beautiful country with
friendly people, great food and a
festive environment

With staring eyes upon you at all of mouth-watering fruits and deli you can, this is exacdy what Philip
times because there are practically cious seafood plates which are al- pine beaches look like. Sailing,
no tourists, I felt somewhat
scuba diving and other
uncomfortable,as it wasdifvarious water activities
are popular on many
ficult to blend intothe coun
try and its peoples. It is a
of its coastlines, and
very poor country and the
vacation resortsare be
coming moreand more
people were extremely re
apparent. Honestly,
spectful and friendly, but
the unique color of the
since the economy was hurt
sand is so appealing
ing, some people were des
and amazing to see in
perate and needless to say,
two of my bags were stolen.
contrast to the light
Howeve r, I had an incred
ness of the water that it
ible time visiting its black
is like two extreme
forces coming tobeaches, the oldest and most
Sullivan with her hosts in Manila
gether.
beautiful Catholic Church
The Catholic religion plays an
on the island, open-air markets and ways fresh and plentiful. Coconuts
their crazy, outrageous festivals.
grow on every other tree and people important part in mostFilipino lives.
There is a lot of Spanish influ can often be seen climbing them We visited the most ancient church,
which was filled with gold balco
ence, because Spain once occupied throughout the day.
Can you picture an amazing nies and altars, pastel flowers and
the island. It is apparent in some of
their foods, language and architec beach with jet black sand surround singing birds flying from balcony
ture. Filipino food mostly consists ing sparkling turquoise water? If to balcony. It was the most secure,

peaceful feeling as I sat in a pew of
the most beautiful church I had ever
seen in my life (even compared to
those in Europe). The birds were a
special part of this church, which
would have an effect on anyone.
The people definitely have a
zest for life. There are many tradi
tional dances and music that can be
seen and heard on the streets and in
restaurants. Filipinos like to have
fun and since their business indus
try is not that active, many people
have time to relax. However, since
the Philippine economy is not thriv
ing, many people suffer and live in
hut-like houses. Thegovernment is
not the most safe or trusted, nor the
most pro-American either, yet I
would highly recommend going to
the Philippines if you want to visit a
unique, out-of-the-way paradise
with a fascinating culture and
people.

The
Economics
of the Citibank
Classic Visa card. How no annual fee, student discounts
and Price Protection create upward growth, A variety of factors have been suggested ascontributing
to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners between the ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase
on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more students doubling earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and
(4) the Citibank Classic Visa® card. It's this last one, however, that affects most students.1The Citibank Classic Visa card
offers immediate savings to student cardmembers. \bu can now receive the Citibank Classic card with No Annual Fee.
You can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount for domestic flights,1 a low variable interest rate of 15.4%,2 as well as savings
on mail order purchases, sports equipment, music and magazines. One might even have enough savings to reinvest in a
CD or two (the musical kind, of course). H On the way to the record store,
or any store for that matter, take stock of the 3 services concerned with
purchases made on the Citibank Classic card.Citibank Price Protection
assures one of the best prices. See the same item advertised in print for
less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150?
No knmn pictureof Hdshington smiling exists. Economists believe Hhshingtvn was unhappy
because he felt he could havereceived a better dealon war supplies If he used a Citibank
would have been happier.(Artist's rendering of ho* he would have appeared on thedrllarj

Buyers Security'" can cover these investments against accidental
dcilTlclgC,

fifC OT theft (Ordinarily CclUSCS for GfCHt DCprCSSfollS) for 90 (3<iyS

from the date of purchase? And Citibank Lifetime Warranty" can extend the warranty for the expected service life

Monarch Notes® Version:
The Citibank Classic Visa card will
be there for you with no annual fee, a
low rate and special student discounts

of eligible products up to 12 years? H But perhaps the features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your nose,

...so your own economy will be more

your mouth, etc.—all featured on The Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent

like a boom than a bust. Call 1-800-

fraud or any hostile takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one's

CITIBANK, ext. 19 (1-800-248-4226).

card is stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Wallet"Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. H So never panic.
As we all know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837, 1857 and 1929 can cause a downswing in a market. But
with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about your account is only an 800 number away.
(Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is something else again.) H Needless to say, building a credit
history with the support of such services can only be a boost. Vbu're investing in futures—that future house, that
future car, etc. And knowing the Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense
of security, rare in today's—how shall we say?—fickle market. H To apply, call. Students don't need a job
or a cosigner. And call if you'd simply like your photo added

ClTlBANiO

to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. Here's

~~

the number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19.

CLASSIC

•' :

(1-800-248-4226). 1 The Law of Student Supply and
Demand states, "If a credit card satisfies more of a student's
unlimited wants and needs, while reducing the Risk Factor
in respect to limited and often scarce resources—with the
greatest*supply of services and savings possible—then students
will demand said credit card." So, demand away—call.

mm

4128 0012 345b
u/n

HIm vukcr
n

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate for

jurchasesis 15.4%as of 12/93and may vary quarterly.The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is19.8%. Ifa finance chaise is imposed,the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional
P'Fninance
charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. L ertain

conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited L ertain
restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire InsuranceCompany. Service life expectancy varies by product and isat least the minimum based on retail industry
data. Details of coverageare available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Monarch Notes® are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount
Communications Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A., ©1994 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC.
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I From the ruins of rock band
Honeyglaze, a new group rises

Joey Santos
Entertainment Editor
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In Eastern philosophy and the Hindu
religion, the god Shiva heralds destruc
tion. As Shiva dances across the sky, the
god projects rings of fire and is a harbin
ger of chaos.
But from that chaos comes rebirth.
In the San Diego mucic scene, the band
Shiva shares striking similarities with its
Hindu deity namesake. Its existance her
alded the destruction of another local
institution, Honeyglaze. But from the ru
ins of that groove- rock legacy, bassist
Josh Higgins and drummer Dave Kopler
rose and joined forces with guitarist Kent
Rundell and vocalist Goddy to form an

entirely new entitiy.
me what bands I was in. 1 told him
"We wanted to do:
J was in Honeyglaze. He's like,
thing more heavy than what 'Oh, really man. You guys want to
Honeyglaze was doingpl come play ajparty at our house?' I
Higgins said. He and said,'No, we're looking fora guitar
Kopler parted ways with player.'1could tell that guy wasn't
guitarist Mike Abdelriouf
t, so 1 just hung up
(ate last year and have re
fused to look back.
Three months and 41 guitarists
The search then began later, Shiva finally found Kent
for new bandmates, Rundell, a local musician who's
Higgins f irst found Goddy in the most played with noisomeisters
unlikely oi places a wedding hall.
Granfatoon Bus, Rundell is unac
"He was playing the piano and sing complished artist whose musical
ing," Higgins said. "He had a great voice, talents are not limited to the guitar.
so I went up and just started talkfiig to# Rundell also plays the piano, cello
him. 4#eek after that, he came outand
tired out.[for the band]. He sang with me
With the fast member officially
and Dave, and we were like, Tuck, this w place, Shiva began, writing mateis great.'"
Goddy is an experienced v<y;man who
their first
has been out of the music scene a while. live show atEJCajon's Soul Kitchen
His last band, KomnnmfcyF.if., are punk to debut the songs on which they
rock legends in Los Angeles and pro had been wtwking.
vided the arena forGoddy to develop his
"That lust show we looked at as
intense stage presence.
a practice, like a rehearsal, but live,"
"So, we had three people," Higgins Kudell said.
said. *\Ve started the search for a guitar
"We were all nervous. After you
player and it was crazy. It went by word play with people for a while, you
of mouth at first. get to know them better and you
There was like five OF fed more comfortable on stage.
six people that cameff We're not to that point yet. That
out, but there was no will come with time," Higgins said.
one who was getting
Shiva did not look like they were
what we were look uncomfortable that Friday night at
ing for."
the Soul Kitchen. From the minute
"We put an ad in they took the stage, Shiva com
the [S an Diego] manded the room's attention. Their
Reader because we
were getting desper presence was impressive, especially
ate and we got every for their first performance. Kopler
fucking idiot under commands the drum kit with force,
the sun calling us," while Higgins is the consummate
Higgins said of the bassist, keeping perfect time and
initial flood of self- rhythm.
proclaimed musicians
Rundell is explosive on guitar,
knocking at Shiva's and despite having been with the
proverbial door.
band for only five weeks the night
"This one guy of the performance, dazzled the
called me and asked crowd. Goddy isdynamic. His voice
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IS NOW
AVAILABLE!!
Summer Sessions registration will begin
Tuesday, April 5, at 7 a.m.
For more information, contact the
Summer Sessions Office at
(619) 260-4800.

is deep, guttural and hypnotic. He
seemed to be relaxed, at home in
front of the audience.
Shiva's next show will be at the
local music Mecca, the Casbah. The
guys are really excited about the
show and have a rather imKjoc per
formance in store ft* those who
attend.
"We got some cool shit planned.
1 had to mfctO the San Diego Fire
Department and I had to talk to the
OWneeito make sure it was OK to do
this," Higgins said about the up
coming Casbah show.
Higgins was loathe to reveal any
other details, but he did say, "We're
trying toget these transvestites from
Hillcrest to dance on stage with us,
but they're kind of expensive."
After the Casbah show, Shiva
plan to record their first demo tape.
Higgins is excied about "immortal
izing" the band's songs. The band
purposely waited this long to do the
demo to make sure the material had
the chance to mature.
But, there is a a recording of
Shiva currently in existence.
"It's really shitty," Higgins said
about the tape. The recording was
done on a ghetto blaster at the last
minute in order for the band to be
eligible for the upcoming May Day
concert at the end of April.All band
have to submit a tape and Shiva
gave their dubious recording to Lou

Niles, host of 9IX's Loudspeaker
and a member of the May Day re
view board.
Niles then played "New Old," a
song from the tape, on his local
music show without the band know
ing. "We told Lou we really didn't
want anyone to hear, but I guess you
heard it," Higgins said.
Shiva will undoubtedly have a
strong demo. With al1 the members'
dedication totheirmusic, their sound
can only get stronger.
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TRAVEL WARNING ON DRUGS ABROAD
Don't let your trip abroad become a

In 1993, over 2,500 American citizens
were arrested abroad. Almost 1,000of those
arrested were held on charges of using or
possessing drugs.
I know that many college students plan
to travel abroad during their spring and
summer breaks. Maybe you have been plan
ning your trip all year. Perhaps you have
begun buying and packing necessary items
likea toothbrush,sunscreenand sunglasses.
I hope you will think twice before packing
something that will not only destroy your
trip, but could easily ruin your life
'W*
The global war on drugs is heating
and there are increased efforts by mai||
countries to stop the flow of illegal narcobl
ics. If you think there is no real danger in
buying orcarrying justa "small" amount of
drugs on your overseas trip, you might be
in for possessing as little as a third of an
ounce of marijuana.
You might assume that, as an Americans
citizen, you are immune from prosecution
under foreign laws and that the U S. Con
stitution follows you wherever you go.
Unlike the United States, few countries
believe "you are innocent until proven
guilty."
•
The truth is that Americans Suspected of
drug violations can face severe penalties,
even the death penalty, in some foreign,
countries. It is not uncommon to spend
months or even years in pretrial detention,
only to be sentenced to a lengthy prison
stay without parole.
Once you leave U.S. soil, U. S. laws and
constitutional rights no longer apply. U.S.
consular officers can visit jailed Ameri
cans to see that they are being fairly and
humanly treated,but cannot get them out of
jail nor intervene in a foreign country's
legal system on their behalf.
You should be particularly wary of per
sons who ask you to carry a package or
drive a car across a border. Once that pack
age or anything in the car is in your posses
sion, you become responsible for it. You
will be blamed for it, no matter who has put
it there. You might unknowingly becomea
narcotics trafficker. To local authorities,
ignorance is not an excuse. You will have
to pay the fine and may even spend time in
jail for a crime that you did not know you
committed.
If for medical reasons you must take
medication or other prescriptions contain
ing narcotics, carry a doctor's certificate
attesting to that fact and keep all medica
tions in original and labeled containers.
Getting involved with drugs overseas
can do more that spoil your vacation, it can
destroy your life.
For further information contact: Bureau
of Consular Affairs, Public Affairs Staff,
(202) 647-1488.

HARD FACTS:
* In 1991, there was - s5
percent increase jn the num
ber of women arrested on
drug charges. In 1991, mari
juana was involved in 77 per
cent of the cases. Many of
these possessed one ounce or
less of the substance. The risk

of being put in jail for just one ...As long as I'm an American
marijuana cigarette is not citizen, no foreign government
worth it.
will put ME in THEIR jail.
< •

>

* Once you'f$a?rested, the
American consular officer
cannot get you out!
* A numbciliilpliittries, Hi
ding Mexico, Jamaica, the

If you are caught buying, selling, carrying or
using any type of drug — from hashish to
heroin, marijuana to mescaline, cocaine to
QuaaludeS...

It can mean:

Interrogation and delays beikwc trial including mistreatment and solitary
^Confinement for up to one year under very
primitive conditions
* Lengthy trials conducted

in a forgg, with delays and postpone-

for i

" "•"'ijuana «rV£fcalhe for "Two years to life in prison some
places include hard labor and heavy fines, if
personal u
found guilty

* Once you leave the United * The death penalty in a growing
States, you are nut covered by number of countries (e.g., Saudi Arabia,
IJ.S, laws and constitutional Malaysia, Turkey, Thailand)
— compiled by Christine E.
* Bail is not granted in many
countries when drugs are in
volved
* The burden of proof in many
countries is on the accused to
prove his/ her innocence
* In some countries, evidence
obtained illegally by local au
thorities may be admissible in
court
* Few countries offer drug of
fenders jury trials or even re
quire the prisoner's presence
at his/her trial
* Many countries have man
datory prison sentences of
seven years of more without
parole for drug violations
You may say "it couldn't happen to me" but
the fact is that it could happen to you if you
find yourself saying any of the following:

...My family has enough money
and influence to get me out of
trouble.
...If I only buy or carry a small
amount, it won't be a prob
lem.

Naugle from the Bureau of
Consular Affairs

Remember!
If someone offers you a
free trip and some quick
and easy money just for
bringing back a suitcase
... SAY NO!
Don't carry a package
for anyone, no matter
how small it might seem
The police will be wait
ing for you at the air
port
If it's in your suitcase,
you will get caught
You will go to jail for

Don't make a jail sen
tence part of your trip
abroad

Spring
Break
photo
contest
The Communter Student As
sociation invites all USDcom
muters to share their Spring
Break experiences with therest
of campus by entering the first
"Spring Break Photo Contest."
All entries must be submitted
to the Office of Student Af
fairs by 5:00 p.m. on Mon.,
March 21. The photos will be
on display in Aromas during
that week. First, second and
third prizes will be awarded at
4:00 p.m. on Mon., March 28
at Aromas. For more informa
tion, contact Susan Payment
at 260-4590.

Blood
drive
The San Diego Blood Bank
will be on campus March 29
and 30. The biannual blood
drive will take place in Forum
A from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m. and is co-sponsored by
Alpha Phi, Delta Sigma Pi and
Delta Tau Delta. Donors will
receive free t-shirts and cho
lesterol screening. For addi
tional information, call Susan
Payment at 260 -4590.

San Felipe
(March 25-27)

Hurry up and buy your tickets
by Fri. for the greatest week
end of your life! Twenty
schools will be enjoying the
beautiful weather and water
down in San Felipe between
March 20 and 27. Twelve
schools from the West coast
will be joining USD March
25-27. Price is $49 per person.
Tickets can be purchased from
Bryan Dornan at 488-4951 or
973-8791 or from Tim
Sullivan at 488-7404. Bands
attending are Candlebox,
Munkafust, Stranger, and
Modem Faith. Reuben's camp
site is cabana-style including
a restaurant and bar. See you
there!
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'Reality' hits hard
Joey Santos

rebel, the slacker rock star 10 units away from
his degree in philosophy who is content to just
live for "the details" of life.
The caste of today's society that have the grand distinction
When Michael Grates (Stiller) enters
of being twentysomething, being labeled "Generation X" by Lelaina's life, things start to get interesting.
the thirtysomething media mongers in three-piece suits, are Michael is an executive at In Your Face TV, a
faced with some pretty hefty tasks in their collective futures. trendy visual orgy along the lines of MTV and
With global conflicts, a growing national debt and the phan is looking for something unique to pitch to his
tom of Howard Stem broadcast ethics permeating the country program directors.
we live in, the "Conjunction Junction"
By a humorous twist of fate,
generation are getting ready to inherit the
, Lelaina begins a romance with
Michael justasshe's fired from her
Earth.
Behind the
Ben Stiller's first feature film, "Real
job.
Lelaina had been working on a
Camera
documentary about herself and her
ity Bites," deals with this gen
Director:
eration - a group of college
friends which she shows to
'Reality stars (clockwise from left): Janeane tiaral
Ben Stiller
Michael. When he pitches it to In
graduates that faces that big
Credits:
Your Face execs, they go crazy and Steve Zahn, Ethan Hawke and Winona Ryder
hairy monster called "real
'The Ben
want to buy the tapes from Lelaina.
life." The movie stars Winona
Stiller
In the meantime, Lelaina copes with the loss of
Ryder is amazing. She is a charming modem-day Diva
Ryder, Ethan Hawke and
Show'
her job, the possibility of Vickie testing positive who proves again and again she is truly talented. Hawke
Stiller
as
three
(1991)
for HIV, and Steve's decision to come out of the captures his character's rugged bravado perfectly, while
twentysomething adults
closet. Add to this the growing frustration of Stiller does a great job of being clueless.
faced with the monolithic
suppressed love she has for her long time friend Troy, and
But, the real find in this film is Janeane Garafulo. She can
problem of existing.
waver between serious and comedic within a sentence and
Lelaina finds herself in a sea of discontent.
The story revolves around
It is this sea of discontent writer Helen Childress brings to has the happy talent of commanding a scene no matter who's
Lelaina Pierce(Ryder), vale
the big screen with true care and tenderness. No nuance of in it. A perfect example of this is the"My Sharona" sequence
dictorian of her university and
aspiring film director. Vickie (Janeane Garofalo), Sammy everyday life is lost in her script; the way Vickie and Lelaina that is sure to become legendary. With her simple line ("Turn
(Steve Zahn) and Troy (Hawke) complete her circleof friends dance to Squeeze's 'Tempted" as they drive back from the it up, you won't be disappointed") and goofy dancing, she
Gap, Vickie's fetish for "Charlie's Angels" lunch pails and radiates a comedic presence that is truly infectious.
and companions in her journey through the big, bad world.
"Reality Bites" is humorous, witty and above all achieves
Vickie is manager at the Gap and revels in her promiscuity the friends' collective love for pizza. This is our generation
something that is truly remarkablefor a first-time director and
- her tally of one-night stands rises to 66. Sammy is a closet and Childress does an amazing job of capturing it.
Then there's Stiller, who it is truly hard to believe is a first- screenwriter - through the simple tale of a group of friends
homosexual who revels in his simplicity and celibacy. (Vickie
time
director. His style is truly solid and watching him struggling from day-to-day somewhere in Texas, it success
tells him, "If we can get two women on the Supreme Court,
develop
further in the future should be great fun.
fully comments on the state of "Generation X" today.
we can get one on you.") Troy is the textbook intellectual
Entertainment Editor

J MTV

continued from page F

(Brandon Cruz and Fred Berry). The two
teams ran through an obstacle course outfit
ted with cheesy Info-mercial events, the
Thighmaster Crunch and the Flo-bee Cut-off.
Finally, Rocket From the Crypt played a
blistering five-song set which featured
"Ditchdigger" and "Hippy Dippy Do" from
their Interscope debut "Circa: Now! " After
the cameras were turned off. Rocket confined
playing to a slightly indifferent audience.
New songs "Sugar Freak" and "UFO UFO
UFO" seemed to fly overthe lethargic crowd's
collective head.
This lethargy proved to permeate the after
noon and eventually cheapened the already
cheap corporate feeling MTV leaves in one's
mouth. The cosmopolitan crowd, made up of
trendy model clones and tired beach bums,
spread through Mariner's Point like some
disease. They were waiting for their faces to
beam in the cameras and were totally oblivi
ous to the talent performing.
Everything seemed really processed and
staged. The spontaneity TV audiences wit
ness on "The Jon Stewart Show" on a weekly
basis is actually carefully calculated, planned,
executed, edited and finally approved by com
pany bigwigs in New York and Los Angeles.
MTV makes sure the viewers at home don't
see Jon Stewart with a cigarette dangling
from his mouth or know about the "talent
scouts" which comb different areas for beau
tiful, well-built women to put in front of the
MTV cameras.
The only genuine people at the taping
seemed to be the Rocket entourage which
proved to be incredulous about the whole
"Land of Merry Sunshine and Fun" image
MTV was trying to perpetuate. It was both
humorous and sad to see Evan Dando being
mobbed everywhere he walked, while the

guys in Rocket were able to blend in unno
ticed with the rest of the people gathered.
Gar Wood from Tanner and o. from fluf
were in attendance, as well as rust's John b.
"It's exactly what I thought it would be
like," John b. said as he watched the
Lemonheads perform. He then laughed about
the overcast sky raining on MTV's prover
bial parade and mused over how the channel
would figure out a way to make the dreary
day appear glambrous.
There's no doubt the network will figure
out a way. After all, it is MTV.

Jon Stewart enjoys a cigarette after introducing the
lovable Rocket from The Crypt.

ROCKET

FROM

THE

CRYPT
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1994-95 ON-CAMPUS HOUSING

presents.

ICE SKATING NIGHT!

The Fall Housing Sign-up Period For
Current USD Students is April 4 through April 28, 1994
New for 1994-95

* There will be no increase in the Room and Board Rates
for 1994-95. The current 1993-94 fees will remain in effect
for 1994-95

\

* A 10 meal plan plus $125 cash balance will be available
in addition to the current meal plan options.

Current residents: Watch for a handout from your Resident
Assistants explaining the various housing options
available for the 1994-95 academic year.
Off-Campus students: Stop by the Housing Office for
sign-up information anytime after March 23, 1994.

IMPORTANT DATES

1

Special Interest Applications Due
March 25
"Squatter's Rights" Option Available
April 4-April 22
Draw Lottery Numbers
April 4-April 28
LAST DAY TO ENTER LOTTERY THURSDAY, April 28
Room Sign-up Weekend
April 30-May 1

Friday March 18,1994
11:30 -1:30 a.m.
at UTC
$1 for skate rental

REMEMBER:
A Room Reservation Deposit of $150 is necessary to sign
up for fall housing.
Housing is not confirmed until the necessary forms and the
1994-95 Housing and Dining Services Contract is complete and on
file in the Housing Office.
The HOUSING DEPARTMENT
MISSION CROSSROADS BUILDING
EXTENSION 4622
8:00am - 5:00 pm
Monday - Friday

Finally something for college
that just got less expensive.
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Macintosh LC 475 4180, Apple Color Plus 14" Display, Apple Extended Keyboard II, PLUS the Apple StyleWriter II.

Only $1,424 after $100 rebate!
Right now, when you buy an already affordable Macintosh* LC 475 with
an Apple" StyleWriter"II or LaserWriter," you'll receive a $100 mail-in rebate
from Apple.* That's a hundred bucks now on a computer with fast 040
performance. Plus the Macintosh LC 475 is upgradable to PowerPC" perfor-

mance in the future, if you need it. But that's not all. You'll also take home
seven popular software programs while supplies last. That's a complete
Macintosh system with a lot of goodies, at a really unbeatable price. So,
what are you waiting for? College may last four years, but this offer won't. ApplC

For more information please visit the
USD Bookstore or call 2604552

Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9am-6pm; Friday, 9am-4pm; Saturday, 9am-4pm
'Offer valid through 3/31/94 or while supplies last. See your Authorized Apple Campus Reseller for details. Offer void where prohibited by law. ©1994Apple Computer, Inc. AU rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, LaserWriter.
Macintosh and StyleWriter are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, hie. PowerPC is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation, used under license therefrom.

